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ABSTRACT
Zisheng, Xing Relative Error Transmission and Detection in SFMM. I46PP.
The relative error (term error in the thesis always stands for relative error) transmission 
from Forest Resource Inventory (FRI) data to Strategic Forest Management Model 
(SFMM) outputs based on different FRI data to SFMM outputs bases on FRI survey 
factors such as age, stocking, height, and their combination, and species was studied. A 
basic input file from the Fort William Forest Management Unit was used to produce 
different experimental data sets which were entered into SFMMTOOL kit to generate 
SFMM input files. Each experimental data set was produced through modifying the basic 
data to make a given error rate inherent within. Through running SFMM input files of the 
experimental data sets, various SFMM outputs inherent error were produced, and were 
compared using statistical analysis technology and other analysis. It was concluded that 
FRI data errors such as the errors of species, age, stock, and combined errors of them 
could be transformed into SFMM outputs at different rates depending on the different 
survey factors.
The results fi’om the study indicated that species errors caused large and various SFMM 
output errors, depending on the original forest conditions. Age errors could cause small 
SFMM output errors except for the case with the age error of more than 15%. Stock 
errors can be transmitted into SFMM outputs at the same rate as the stock error value. 
Combination error can be transmitted to SFMM outputs at the same rate as the 
combination errors, but with a sharp increase of the rate when the combination error 
surpassed 20%. Age had an additive effect and interacting effect on the SFMM output 
errors when the combination error was equal to or greater than 20%.
Based on the study, some suggestions to deal with the problems associated with FRI and 
SFMM application were made.
Keywords; SFMMTOOL, SFMM, error transmission, basic data file, SFMM outputs, 
total forest area error, harvested volume error, stumpage revenue error, silviculture error, 
Shannon-Weiner error, wildlife habitat error, and two-fitctor analysis.
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1.0 Introduction
It is axiomatic that sound management of our renewable but limited forest 
resources must be based on a “good” or “precise” inventory of the resources, on 
“accurate” interpretations of inventory results, and on "scientific" decision-making. The 
accuracy of the inventory has a large effect on the application of the inventory results in 
various forest sectors. Without up-to-date and accurate data, one can not make wise 
décidons on simple activities or on more complex forestry activities. As a renewable and 
dynamic resource database, a forest inventory varies over time, both in the technology 
used in data collecting and in the accuracy of surveying. Forest resource inventory (FRI) 
therefore has been a dynamic task that involves not only advanced technologies such as 
computers. Geographic Information Systems (GIS), Œobal Positioning Systems (GPS) 
and so on, but the growth of the forest and its utilization by man. Although it is 
impossible to obtain very precise data for the resource, professional personnel in the field 
have been trying to gain the exact nature of the resource by applying every available 
advance in technology. On the other hand, much work has been done on efforts to avoid 
inaccuracies of resources data and to try to manage the resource in a more controlled and 
expected way. In forest resources management, regular inventorying of the resource at 
intervals of 20 years was mandated as a general task in forest management in Ontario 
(Kxon 1965). It is the regular surveying that provides dynanuc and relatively precise 
databases for the managers, poli^ makers and other decision makers in the forest sector 
and related sectors.
11
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Compared to the first three FRI (1946-1959, 1959-1978, 1978-1997) in Ontario 
(Dixon 1965; Rosehart 1987), computer technology and GIS have improved recent 
inventories. Although the updating of the FRI data is now easier, the amount and type of 
data are more varied and complex. Who knows what kind of data will be required in the 
field in the future? Although remote sensing, prediction models and improved sampling 
designs are usually used in recent inventories to improve the quality, there is still some 
trepidation when dealing with the accuracy of the data. In Act, some of the errors are 
inherent in the surveying and are impossible to avoid, for example, the misuse of yield 
tables (those tables were produced from given locations, therefore can be applied only in 
those regions with a minimum error, but a large error when applied in other regions). 
Another source of error is imprecise interpretation of the available data such as aerial 
photos, misinterpretation by operators, and others. Before a better database can be 
produced, foresters and interested people and groups need to use current FRI in forest 
management and related activities. The problems foresters are having are how to use the 
existing FRI, with its defects, wisely and scientifically.
The FRI was designed to provide basic data at the forest management planning 
level without any supplementary information. When it is used for forest management at 
the operating level, the FRI cannot provide data of sufBcient quality or accuracy. For 
example, the FRI provides statistically suitable data with few problems for intolerant and 
slow-growth trees, but with more problems for fiut-growth trees, that is especially so 
when trying to use the data on an individual stand (Mogford 1986). To provide more 
timely estimates and adaptability to emerging issues, the FRI must be improved and
12
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updated frequentfy. A few studies have attempted to identify the errors existing in the 
FRI and to make the use of the data more accurate and correct.
Rosdiart and his group (1987) made an assessment of Ontario’s FRI system. They 
found the following differences existed between FRI and operational cruise (OPC) based 
on the OPC estimated.
21% for basal area per hectare,
3% for species composition,
71% for Gross Total Volume, and 
7% for height.
Raymond (1976) conducted similar research and pointed out the area-weighted 
difference between operational cruising data and FRI data was about ±30%, a result 
similar to Rosehart's (1987). Although there is no further published data dealing with the 
problem, these differences must still exist.
Another use of the FRI data is to provide a base for decision and policy making. 
More and more decision-making support tools are created and used in forestry for forest 
management planning. Most of them require accurate and updated data. Some examples 
of current computer models used at the forest management planning level are FORMAN 
(Wang eL al. 1987), FORPLAN, SPECTRUM, RELM, WOODSTOCK (Hopper 1999), 
and SFMM. They are precise modds and can produce more accurate output than ever 
before in forest planning if the source data is reliable.
Designers of these software analytical tools declare that their products are aimed 
at helping people make decisions. Unfortunately, more and more managers and policy 
makera are becoming dependent on these tools. Features that makes
13
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them attractive include their visual appearance, seemingly accurate figures, mega 
memory ability, and fast calculating speeds. SFMM g)avis 1995, 1999) was created in 
1995, and is one of those models that are becoming popular in Ontario. Since 1995, most 
of forest management plans have applied this model either as a supplementary tool or as a 
miyor planning tool, i.e. in Forest Management Plan for the Lakehead Forest, 1997; 
Forest Management Plan for Bowater Forest, 1999; Forest Maniement Plan for Thunder 
Bay District, 1996. Updated several times, the model has gotten a more user-fiiendly 
interfile, and more convenient with multiple functions ranging fi'om wood supply 
analysis, and dynamic emulation of forest succession to financial analysis reporting.
Even very precise models cannot produce exact outcomes without reliable and 
precise data as the base for running the models. Unfortunately, it is impossible to be free 
of inherent errors in data because the surv^ed forest is so vast and complicated that no 
one can confidently declare that their data are 100 % accurate. Error must be limited to an 
allowable level so that the data can be applied effectively and timely in forest activities. 
As a rule of thumb in forest resource management and inventory, a 5% of difference fi'om 
the "real value" is allowable for forest management planning and other forest uses that 
focus on macro management of the forest. When we apply the inherent errors of the data 
into SFMM to make a forest management plan, how do the errors behave? Are they 
retained or lost? Amplified or minimized? Is it possible for us to find general principles 
governing the error transmission in SFMM? What are the effects of the errors on the final 
outputs of forest management planning, or other functions rdated to the application of 
SFMM?
14
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Di order to answer these questions, I designed my research project, Errw 
transmission and detection in SFMM. In ny research, I proposed to answer these 
questions based on a theoretical data set and to provide some useful suggestions 
on the use of the SFMM, at the same time, aimed at finding error fimtors in forest 
management planning tool. The results fix>m the research should be of value to 
both the users and the developers of SFMM.
15
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2.0 Review of Previous Research
2.1 Forest maaigement and forest management models
2.1.1 Forest Mamagememt
Forest management has become a dynamic evolving profession and has a 
complexity that is difBcuk to grasp and understand not only for the public, but also 
among many professional practitioners (Gillis 1990). Forest management includes the use 
of forests to meet the objectives of landowners and society (Davis and Johnson 1987). 
Therefore, forest management is actually the process of taking skillfW actions to produce 
desired outcomes. On the other hand, the desired outcomes may change significantly over 
time. For example, the management of forests has moved fi’om timber production before 
the 1970's to muhiple-purpose resource management during the 1970's, to integrated 
resource management in 1980's, to ecological or sustainable forest management in the 
I990's (Hopper 1999). The movement was fix>m an economic emphasized to a non 
monetary value emphasized planning. In these situations, the strategies applied in forest 
management are updated or upgraded year by year, sometimes even month by month.
Before ecosystem management became prevalent, the determination of an annual 
allowable cut (AAC), which was based on the area distribution of actual forests, was the 
primary standard to manage forests and the main concern to forest resource managers. 
Thereafter, the differences of site quality brought volume control technology into forest 
management tasks. When people think more about environmental benefits rather than 
economical profit fix)m forest, forest management becomes more sophisticated and harder 
to execute. For this reason, people tend to create models to describe, outline, and 
determine the activities in forest management.
16
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Parallding the devdopments in forest management, advancements in computing 
enhanced the devdopment of modeling technology. Corresponding to different 
management dnttegies at different times, various modds were produced, from the Simple 
Area Method (SAM), to Long Term Sustained Yidd ^TSY) until today's SFMM. 
Similar to SAM, LTSY was a spreadsheet or program (Benson 1986) that provides age 
class and volume distributions over a long term (Clutter et al. 1983). The wdghted 
average age of the existing forest was used to "accelerate" or "decderate" the time to 
reach a normd forest (Kloss and Oatway 1992). All of these modds only focused on the 
adjustment to the amnid allowable cut and can be classified as early models. 
Management Area Distribution Cdculation (MADCALC) was another model, used by 
the Ontario hfrnistry of Naturd Resources (OMNR) and the forest industry to develop a 
wdghted area AAC on the provincial management units until approximately 1997/1998 
when replaced by SFMM (Hopper 1999).
With the devdopment and application of decision making platforms such as 
Linear Programming (LP) (Kent 1989), models based on multiple purpose optimization 
have been created. Some of the modds are the Timber Resources Allocation Method or 
Timber RAM created by Navon (1971) and MAX MILLION II created by Clutter et. 
a/.(1978) Like SFMM, these modds use LP as the computing platform. Besides the 
computing platforms mentioned, the Economic Harvest Optimization Model (ECHO) 
created by Walker (1971), Timber Resource Economic Estimation System (TREES) 
(created by Johnson et. al. 1983) nested another important platform—Binary Search 
(Hopper 1999).
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support forest plannmg and eco ^em  management. They identified 250 software tools 
which can be applied in the forest industry and rdated fidds. According to Rauscher 
(1999X all of the decision-makh% supportive tools were applied at three different levels 
in forestry; regiond assessments, forest planning, or project planning.
During the past decades in Canada, forest management models developed rapidly. 
There are about 11 kinds of even-aged bored forest management planning models, 
ranging fi’om FORMAN versions to SFMM. Street and Artidge (1996) made an overview 
of the various modds using the following aspects;
. What benêts can you achieve fi’om the models?
. What problem have you encountered with the use of these modds?
. What are your likes and dislikes on these models?
. What are your expectations fiom the models?
T h^ dso did some tests on the ability of the models and their functions. How 
well do the modds explain and handle the following current forestry issues?
. Modeling nlviculture
. Modeling post-harvest development
. Estimating timber growth and stock volumes
. Projecting yield prediction;
. Doing financid analysis based on the overall cost of harvesting a given stand, 
including access costs, harvesting costs, hauling costs and silvicuhurd costs;
. Modeling wildlife habitats
. Modding wood supply analysis 
Planning product breakdown
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Their comparative research for the different models included the input and output 
requirements (Refer to Table 1, 2, 3, 4). Finalfy, they concluded that "all of the models 
examined have assisted in their time, to increase the resource manager's understanding of 
forest dynamics. Each modd added and contributed to better forest management". 
Compared with the other modds, they preferred SFMM because of its complete 
flexibility in defining species, products, working group, forest units and maniement 
units, and its flexibility in defining management objectives, targets, and constraints. 
Furthermore, its objective optimizing approach used in the modd's methology is 
significantly different fi’om other simulation approaches taken by the other models, which 
makes it stand head and shoulders above the others (Street and Artidge 1996).
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TaU e 1. Suuuwy of Modd tapiit ScfMreaMats aad Operabilitjr






NORMAN CROPLAN FORMAN+ HSG SFMM
M a x n a o f
iwiM inwntuBit
13 13 13 13 130*» one INF
Foratuniu Yaa Ym Ym Ym Ym w* Ym
MMC.Nd.or
d cn lian ifS jiar
iwiodi)
40 40 40 40 30 INF INF
S inh  Factor >Y 
Ana
Yea Ym Ym Ym Ym no Buikm
HaavaMRulaa 6 6 6 6 6 3 TaigalaA
Pdlkim
SOvicukml Rnlci No No No No 6 no
Sihr.Traalinat
levda
3 3 3 3 3 3 INF
YWdcwawa
-M n iay





•Seoondaay Yaa Ym Ym Ym Ym
hnducc Yaa Ym Ym Ym Ym
-Uaerda&Md Ym Ym Ym Ym Ym
Max. No. OF 
YmM curve aett
300 300 300 300 400 NA INF
ODoabOily limit Volume volume Volume Volume A g f age Age
Economic Data 
-Harvamcoat
Ym Ym Ym Ym Ym y * Ym
•Silvicukwalcaat Ym Ym Ym Ym Ym y * Ym
-hedum Value No No No Ym Ym no Ym
-Olhar No No No Ym Ym no Ym
SOURCE: S M  and Aflidv^ 1996. (NODAfilenpait 361996)
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TiUe 2. S u m iy  of bpat RcqpiraMüi/Capabilitiet fkiNü the hM t Ead Loaden ami the Modds 
That Prepare Their OwB Cknrvee
TYPE OF INPUT PCNFCS GLFC-F+l HSG SFMM*
Yes Yes Yes Yes** No***
Pure Species 
Curve Information
Yes Yes Yes Yes
Site Class Cross 
Reference
Yes Yes Yes Yes
Silvicultural
Information
Yes Yes Yes Yes
Stand Succession 
Infinmation
No No Yes Yes
Wildlife
Information
Yes Yes Yes Yes
Aggregation By 
WG
Yes Yes Yes Yes
Aggregation By 
Forest Units
Yes No**** No**** No
Economic
Information
Yes No Yes Yes
•  * SFMM has two optioiis for entering infoiinatioii-Option 2, uses this infoimation to prepare the 
required curves.
•  Also requires an Geld to link to spatial inArmation (Key Basemap&Sland Number)
•  *** Requires a summary (tfarea and weighted ave. species omnposition and stocking levels for each 
working group or forest unit
•  **## "Hard wired* to separate upland and lowland spruce.
•  ***** Aggregation by forest unit can be done by writing a program it interpret the output information 
only.
Note; The SFMM ioolbox(under devdopment) will accept input items listed in the table and allow users to
interactively prepare area and yield information for irqait into SFMM
SOURCE; Street and Arlidge, 1996.
Table 3. SuBunaty of Output for the Fkwat end Loaden and the Models that Prepare Their Own 
Curves
Type of output PCNCS GLFC-F+l HSG SFMM






Present Curves Yes Yes Yes Yes
Future Curves Yes No Yes Yes
Cost Curves Yes No Yes Yes
Other TaWcs/Report
-Area Summary Yes No Yes Yes
-Age Class Yes No Yes Yes
-Stand Volumes Yes No Yes No
-Wildlife Habitat Yes No Yes Yes
-Species
Composition
Yes No Yes No
-Forest Diversiqr 
Indices
No No No Yes
SOURCE: Street and Arlidge, 1996. (NC»A file report 36,1996)
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Tables Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes






Maps No No No No No Yes No
Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Reports on 
the Forest




Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
-Area
Harvested
Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
-Area
treated
Yes* Yes* Yes 1Yes Yes Yes Yes
-Costs Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
-Mortality Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No** No***
• * Only two levels of sflvicoltuial intensities.
• ** Stands succeed onto new cuives.
•  *** Stands succeed onto new cuives or are held at the oldest age dass. 
SOURCE; Street and Arlidge, 1996. (NODA file report 361996)
Forest management is a very complicated and changing process that includes 
evolutions of concepts, policy, and tools. With the creation of ecosystem management 
and sustainable forest management, forest managers are facing new challenges from 
various sides of society. Instead of using single purpose timber production, the forest 
management goals vary. Societal goals, preferences, and values are numerous. Quite 
often th ^  are ambiguous, and in conflict with one another. Legal mandates are complex, 
unclear and at times self-contradBctory. At the same time, the policy directions for 
forestry may be missing, ambiguous, and sometimes in competition with a tendency to 
rapidly shift in response to political pressure. There are forces of change sweeping 
through the forest scene in Canada. Green R%istration of Forest management Systems 
and Certification of Forest Products, the Canadian Model Forest Program, and the 
National Forestry Strat%y are all clear responses to a recognized need for change in
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forest management (Carrow 1994). Landscape-based Management (Booth et a!. 1993), 
Integrated Forest Management (Carrow 1994, Thompson and Welsh 1993), Ecosystem 
Management (Kimmins 1995) and fiindamentally new forest management paradigms 
(Rowe 1994; Kimmins 1995). All are promising a change in forest management 
strategies. These changes not only promise a strategic conversion in forest management 
but an innovation in traditional forest management procedures.
The traditional trial and error methods of forest maniement need to be improved. 
Furthermore, public participation in decision-making requires that decision-making 
support tools are more reliable, precise, flexible and practical. For these reasons, 
programs developed for forest maniement are becomir% more numerous and more 
fonctional. Some, based on the present status of forests, simulate the foture development 
of forests while others arrange a desirable management planning strategy for forests. The 
theories used in model creation include optimization based on linear programming 
(SFMM) and simulation based on ecological development model (FORPLAN). This 
makes SFMM unique and ahead of the other available models (Street and Arlidge 1996). 
SFMM was developed in Ontario and focuses on the Ontario's forest maniement 
procedure, which makes it more popular, and it also required in Ontario (Davis 1999).
2.1.2 Introduction of SFMM
SFMM, the Strategic Forest Management Model, developed by Davis (1995) of 
Ontario Ministry of Nature Resources in 1994-1995, was derived from a decision support 
system called Silviplan (Davis 1999) devised at the University of Toronto. SFMM is 
based on linear programming and is written using AIMMS (Advanced Interactive 
Mathematical Modeling Software).
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SFMM is an optimization model and its approach is significant^ different fiom 
the simulation approach taken by other models. Also it was designed to help foresters and 
wildlife biolopsts to plan and manage forests, analyze wood suppty, and gain an 
understanding of habitat components. It is also helpful for planners and policy makers 
understand the impacts of policies and land use decision on forest resources. Because of 
its sequential menu structure, it can help students master forest management planning 
procedures easily, directly and visually.
It has seven main menu items; data input, land base definition, forest dynamics, 
silviculture options, and management objectives, execution and results, connected by 
arrows which shows the processing steps for running the model. When running the model 
with a data input file or case file, one can either minimize the silvicultural costs, 
maximize volume production, minimize area harvested and regenerated, or maximize 
value of timber harvested in one run. It also allows you to simulate forest dynamics with 
no silviculture or optimize with one of the above 4 choices.
The model has great flexibility and allows the user a wide range of options for 
growing and renewing the forest. Some unique features in this model include:
•  the ability to model over any time horizon (normally 160 years );
• complete flexibility in defining species, products, forest units and 
management units;
• the ability to control the area lost to fire and a variety of timber reserves 
through time;
• the ability to allow shifts in the land base between productive and non 
productive forest lands;
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• the ability to describe natural forest succession and succession for sUvicuhual 
treatments;
• the ability to direct silvicultural treatments by intensities to a number of foture 
forest units;
• flexibility in creating desired output reports (STANLEY, FARM, FMP)
SFMM is best suited for strategic level planning rather than tactical or operational
issues (Davis 1999). Like any other models, SFMM provides an approximation of reality 
It is not spatial in design although it does allow you to simulate some pseudo-spatial 
issues. It is not a standalone program, as it is best used with SFMMTOOL for the 
processing of input data, and FARM, STANLEY and GIS for output application.
Although it is unreasonable to expect one model to include every aspect of forest 
ecosystem management, it is preferable to improve the model to deal with different kinds 
of ecosystem management instead of only wildlife management. In order to use a model 
effectively, accurate data is required. FRI data is the main input used when running 
SFMM, although FRI has inherent errors. These errors may lead to errors in the output of 
SFMM. As Street and Arlidge (1996) warned, to properly use the model, a great deal of 
care is required in the setup of inventory data. Accurate up-to-date inventory information 
is necessary. Using the model is not difBcuh, but it is very "precise work" and mistakes 
can be easily made and go unnoticed in running the model. Besides these kinds of evident 
mistakes, the inherent errors of FRI data may have a large influence on the accuracy of 
the modd output although the modd was designed to calculate to more than ten 
significant diÿts. For these reasons, the valuable resource of computer cdculation may 
be inefSdent because of the inherent error in input data.
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2.2 FRI and its error analysis 
2J2.1 FRI, Forest Resource Inventory
The first province-wide survey of forest resources in Ontario was started in 1946 
under the direction of the division of Timber Maniement of the Ontario Department of 
Lands and Forests (Division of Timber Management 1953). It was intended to find out 
the forest cover area, ownership, volume, composition, and age classes for the judicious 
use of the land (Ontario's Department of Lands and Forests 1953). Aerial photographs 
with a scale of 1:15840 were used in the survey. A forester or forest technician who was 
fiuniliar with ground conditions in the area under study carried out the photo 
interpretation. Aided by field samples, field experience, stereograms, and stocking 
density curves, they delineated and outlined stands on aerial photographs into different 
categories such as water, and non-forested land. More subdivision were determined in the 
major categories such as forested land.
Generally, FRI data are commonly presented in two different forms, map or data. 
Forest stand maps delineate individual stands and give information needed for 
management planning purposes. The attributes interpreted and described on FRI maps are 
species composition, stocking stand height, site class, age and area. Information is also 
available in the forms of six standard FRI report format ledgers for each management unit 
(Rosehart 1987). Usually, it takes the FRI staff three years fi*om the time that a decision is 
made to conduct or inventory until the data is provided. In the first year, aerial 
photographs are taken in the spring and summer at a scale of 1:20000 to 1:10000. In the 
second year, OMNR photo interpreters measure sample plots or supervise ground crews 
in the task so that they can gain the necessary field experience that is needed in thdr
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photo-interpretation, k  Act, these plots also help photo-interpreters to calibrate their 
photo-interpretation, k  the third year, stand area, site class, species composition, age and 
so on are determined by photo-interpreters based on the gained information.
Rosehart (1987) summarized the most signffîcant changes that the FRI has 
undergone since 1963 inventory as followings.
•  12 broad working groups for the purposes of volume calculations instead of 
the original three (softwood type, tolerant hardwood type, intolerant hardwood
type);
• size and diameter classes are no longer recorded in the present inventory, but 
are collected during supplementary surveys such as operational cruising;
•  five-year age classes replace mature, immature and reproducing classes;
• "normal" yield table were introduced and are now used to estimate volumes;
•  lastly, foresters at the field level now have computer software, called Forest 
Resources kventory Data Entry System (FRIDES), which they use to update 
FRI data Aster and easier than before ;
There are also some changes that the FRI underwent since 1986, but these 
changes are not as significant as the previous ones.
- The inventory is compiled in a digital format that is used as the source of 
information for lakes and streams.
- GIS was introduced into the FRI, which increased the precision of area 
measuring and stand delineation;
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Large scale photognqtlty (LSP)* has been used in forest resource
inventory.
- Digital Mapping technology has been used in forest management.
2.2.2 Errors in FRI
Although Moggord (1986) pointed out that the accuracy of the FRI can be 
increased by more intensive sampling without consideration of operational costs, the FRI 
has inherent errors even if the sampling intensity is increased to 100%. In the past 
decades, some researchers such as Raymond (1976), Armson (1976), Rosehart (1987), 
MNR (1965), Osborn (1986) have mentioned problems related to the inventory as the 
following.
• Misunderstanding and misuse of FRI data;
• Lack of field staff participation in FRI inventory;
• Nature of operational inventories;
• Inadequate integration of silvicultural and management data;
• Techniques and procedures for inventory;
• Overall systematical shortcoming in FRI data transaction;
• Problems of personnel policy and consequent lag in technical innovation.
As the FRI survey consists of small sample fiom a large population, the output of 
the FRI could inevitably produce errors that are related to the above problems. Actually, 
we can classify errors into two different categories. One category is the systematic error 
resulting firom the following;
- Nfisusing or improper use of survty  ̂methods;
' LSP sampling is a procedure in which large scale photogrepiis are taken at scales of 1:2000 and above, 
plots are located on diese photos and are subseqiuenthr phottrâuised (surveyed). This technology is
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- Accuracy of instruments used in surveying;
- The use of outdated materials such as photos, yield tables;
- The use of inaccurate data from various sources such as forest companies and
forest related sections;
- The sample may not represent average stand conditions because of mass area of
forest population;
- The variation of yield tables used in forest survey to the actual forest.




- Mis-delineatingofthe land types boundary,
- Mis-photo interpretation; and
- Other random and totally unpredictable errors related with the surveyors.
For example, Raymond (1976) found that failure to rigidly observe strip 
boundaries while sampling could easily introduce a variation of +10 % to -10 % in 
ground cruising. Some cruisers have a tendency to introduce a downward bias by not 
including as many borderline trees in a sample plot as th ^  diould. Although the situation 
is somewhat different in photo interpretation survey, the possibilities of producing 
variation in a survey are the same or greater than for ground cruising because of the 
small-scale photo interpretation.
reported to significantly reduce the number of on the ground surveys needed (Dendron, 1986).
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Raymond (1976) made a comparison between FRI and operational cruising 
(OPC)̂  and concluded that the FRI volume was jjO  % greater than that measured by the 
OPC. Rosehart (1987) made similar comparison based on different townships, different 
stands and other forest Actors such as species composition, height, age, basal area, site 
index, and Gross total volume (GTV). He also rrferred to some past research results, and 
concluded that for townships and larger areas, the FRI in an relative sense varied by 
about j^O % when compared to the OPC (Operational Cruising) survey results. Such 
accuracy is acceptable for broad macro-planning purposes. The accura^ of FRI will also 
depend on the variables measured, the area to which it refers, and the standard against 
which it is compared. Table S shows their research results based for the township 
examined by Rosehart (1987).
From the above analyses, we conclude that:
- Variation exists between the OCP and FRI. Although some researchers 
suggested that a S % variation is acceptable, the actual variation can be 
beyond S%, from-29% to +200% (for individual tree);
- Raymond (1976) found the variation between OPC and FRI for Gross 
Total Volume was ±30 %;
- Rosehart (1987) found that the variation of Gross Total Volume was 
from 78 to -27 m /̂ha or 71%-21% between OPC and FRI ^efer to 
Tabled);
- According to my calculation, the relative volume difference between 
FRI and OPC is -45 % by area weighted average based on the data
‘ 0/C  in R^rmond paper is same as the OPC in RoKhart paper.
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provided in Rosehart's report. By using the same calculation, there is a 7 
% relative height variation, 40 % for species composition, IS % for ages, 








DFA Pj Pw Po Pr B B
w
Sw Sb Ba ar M
h
Fb Or Mr Sp
AFR
FRI 13 20 17 15 22 9 I 2 I 1 168.8
OPC 11 18 11 14 20 14 1 I 1 9 141J
DFA I 2 6 1 2 5 0 I 0 •8 -127J
DPR 9 11 43 7 10 36 0 67 0 160 -82
g
FRI 31 27 4 25 2 3 9 2 I 4 117.4
OPC 40 21 0 18 4 3 7 4 8 144.7
DFA •9 6 4 7 -2 0 2 3 •4 •27J
DFR 23 25 200 33 67 0 35 120 67
•19
i
FRI 7 7 77 141
OPC 2 13 76 63
DFA 5 ■6 1 78
DFR 111 60 1 76
1 ?
FRI 39 2 4 34 1 170
OPC 38 4 3 S3 2 181
DFA I -2 1 1 •I -11
DFR 3 •75 30 2 67 -6
f
FRI 25 20 20 15 4 23 4 6 9 2 I 1 2 4 77 134.8
OPC 31 18 15 14 0 18 7 6 7 1 1 2 7 8 76 131.5
DFA 2 2 5 1 4 4 3 0 2 1 0 -I 5 ■4 I 22
DFR 19 11 -29 7 200 24 55 0 25 67 0 67 120 67 1 45
DFAi I abMiale dUboMe b tfm ai FRI a d  OPC. DFRII I ntalive difloacB b a ra a  FRI a d  OPC.
Although it is very difficult to conclude exactly how much error exists in the FRI, 
it is possible to derive error ranges for the different forest Actors based on the data of 
Rosehart's report. Others have indicated that errors exist in the FRI. In a recently 
completed forest management plan\ the authors emphasized that there were some errors 
in FRI, which need to be corrected ^ 1 ,  p37, p221). Ifiggins (1988), in his
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undergraduate thesis, argued that the FRI estimates of height and age were close to the 
field estimates. For volume and basal area, there were 29-8 % and 30-16 % differences 
respectively between FRI and the fidd estimation. Other errors produced by personal bias 
in a survey because of tendency to over- or under- estimate were also reported by other 
researchers (Osborn 1986).
Table 6. A coapariiM of FRI with OPC fn a  live stodics
Studies Variables measured Estimated value 
based on Œ C
Average area to 




I Basal area 143.6 2214 21
n Gross Total Volume 64.5 2819 19
m Net merch. Volume 181.4 981 123
IV Gross Total volume 146.1 m  ̂/ha 411 6
V Gross total volume 12 71
SOURCE: Bob Rosehart, 1987. An assessment Ontario's forest resources inventory system and 
recommendations for its improvement.
Summarizing the past and current research, we know that there are two different
kinds of errors in the FRI, systematic errors and random error. The magnitude and
variation of the errors vary in the different studies, and from township to township. The
general error ranges for different measured items is summarized in Table 7.
Table 7. Error Perceatate (%) Suaunary in FRI




I) Pw PO Sb Sw Mean
+18 +19 +11 +31 0 +59 +24 +19 +21 71 22
Derived fiom Rosehart's (1987) research.
In my study, I proposed to assign the largest error as the error limit in the 
designing of my error test strat%y Other than GTV, most of the survey items have a 
+10% to +25% error variation. Summarizing past research, we can infer that the error in
‘ Forest Management Plan fig the lakehead Forest, Thunder Biy District, Northwest Région for the
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GTV is about jjO%. The relative variance in Rosehart’s research is a bit higher and 
thought as an exception (71%). How do the errors in FRI bdiave in SFMM? Are there 
atty great effects on the output of SFMM? My research proposes to answer these 
questions.
twenty-year period fiom A prill, 1997 to March 31,2017.
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3.0 Methods and Materials
3.1 Strategies for methods design and material selection
The main purpose of the thesis is to search the following unknown facts;
. Under a given error percentage of FRI surveying, what are the corresponding 
SFMM errors produced in different output items such as areas, volumes, biodiversity 
index, finance and wildlife?
. What relationships are there between FRI errors and SFMM output errors?
. In the SFMM output errors, how much error is introduced by SFMM and how 
much fi-om FRI?
. Are there any calibrating methods that can be used to correct the errors produced 
by SFMM? If so, what are these methods?
. Some recommendations on SFMM application should be offered based on the 
research results.
Therefore, it is very important to design proper methods or methodologies to 
perform the above tasks. The best methods have the following characteristics and 
functions;
. They can produce SFMM outputs that have extensive representatives for both 
management objective setting and practical silvicultural applications.
. The methods should test the general strength and weakness of SFMM.
. The errors produced in SFMM and FRI can be separated fi*om each other in 
outputs and analyzed.
. Finally, the methods should show error transmission from FRI to SFMM.
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3.1.1 Cuffing of the error items
FRI data is usually produced by photo interpretation and ground reconnaissance 
with the inherent systematical errors and random errors. Nhyor sources of error occur in 
species recognition and measurements of height, ag^ and stocking. For this reason, I did 





By combining these Actors, the general rules governing errors in SFMM can be 
derived. A practical 5% of interval of error class was used in the research with ±20 % 
used as the upper and lower limits of error class.
3.1.2 Major principles and hypotheses in my research design
It is difficult to detect errors in SFMM because of its complexity and the 
interaction between different variables. Moreover, the variables involved in planning are 
so numerous that it is impossible to determine which variables have inherent errors and 
what errors come from which variables. As mentioned, accurate data are very important 
and necessary for SFMM to produce exact results. In fiut, SFMM has a function to detect 
and block out evident errors from the input of FRI data. Unfortunately, it does not have 
the ability to find the inherent error in the FRI data. For this reason, I adopted a three-step 
method to detect error behavior in SFIdM.
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Step one, identify the survey factors or estimates in which errors were inherent, 
find out their error range in FRI data through literature review, and therefore determine 
the error class standards and parameters of the testing.
Step two, design scenarios based on the error classes and error items identified in 
step one.
Step three, run SFMM and get outputs for each research scenarios designed 
(Refer to Table 8).
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Table & Sccuriot for e m r ddcct ia SFMM
EmrM am SanariM E m r ctaavilue AUnvirtM i
SI +30 E J iJ
H ogayoup
S3 +15 E h  3
S3 +10 E h  3
S4 +5 E h  4
SOb 0 E h  0
S3 •5 E h  5
S6 10 E h 6
S7 •15 E h  7
ss •20 E h 8
S9 +20 E a 1
SIO +15 E a 3
AgBgrwp S ll +10 E a 3
S13 +5 E a 4
SO# 0 E a 0
SI3 •5 E a 5
SI4 •10 E a 6
SIS •15 E a 7
S16 •20 E a 8
SUKfciig S17 +20 E b 1
SIS +15 E b 3
S19 +10 E b  3
S20 +5 E b 4
SOb 0 E b 0
S31 •5 E b 5
S23 •10 E b 6
S23 •15 E b 7
S24 •20 E b 8
S35 +20 E c 1
S36 +15 E c 3
S27 +10 E c 3
Comb. Group S2S +3 E c 4
SCOO 0 E e 0
S29 •5 E c 5
S30 -10 E c 6
S31 •15 E c 7
S33 •20 E c 8
SpCGW S33 +30 E a 1
CompcMlkm S34 +20 E a 3
S33 +10 E a 3
ssco 0 E a 0
S36 •10 E a 5
S37 •20 E a 6
S38 •30 E_*_7
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3.2 Materials
3J.1 Basic FRI data file
One inventoiy file of thel998 survey database file for FortWilliam Forest was 
downloaded fit)m Prof. Bensons's web-page
(http;//www.lakeheadu.ca/~cabenson/courses.htnil) for use as the basic FRI data file.
The selected data file. Base Map #157205330, contains nuuty different forest 
types and land use types from the FortWilliam Forest. The chosen data file originally 
contained 288 records. Unfortunately, some data records were invalid because of a data 
item missing and were deleted. Only 200 records were left in the basic file (see Appendix 
0
3.2.2 Height, age, stock test input data files
Based on the predetermined error ranges for different survey factors such as 
height, age, and stocking, data files with 8 different error classes were produced for each 
survey factor. The following strategies, illustrated by height, were used to derive these 
data files fit>m the basic data file.
Assume that there was a record in basic data file read in the following format.





24 25 43 944 989 15
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Assume also that the error classes for Height were; -20%, -15%, -10%, -5%, 
0,5%, 10%, 15%, 20%. The values of other fields were kept constant for each change in 
the Height field to produce a record of new file. The following formula illustrates the
HT(i) = ht (basic) + ht (basic) * (i)
Where, (i) = one of the error classes of height;
HT(i) = (i) error class height; 
ht (basic) -  height in basic data file 
For example;
HT(-20%) = ht (basic) + ht (basic) * (-20%)
HT(-10%) = ht (basic) + ht (basic) • (-10%)
HT(15%) = ht (basic) + ht (basic) • 15%
HT(20%) = ht (basic) + ht (basic) * 20% etc.
If ht (basic)=20, substitute into the above equations, we get the following results; 
HT(-20%) = ht (basic) + ht (basic) * (-20%) = 20 + 20* (-0.2) = 16 
HT(-10%) = ht (basic) + ht (basic) * (-10%) = 20 + 20* (-0.1) = 18 
HT(15%) = ht (basic) + ht (basic) *20% = 20 + 20*0.15 = 23 
19HT(20%) = ht (basic) + ht (basic) * 20% = 20 + 20 * 0.2 = 24 etc.
These results were the values used in the four data files with the corresponding 
error classes when the other field values remun unchanged. By changing each of the 
basic data files, we can produce different scenarios data files.
By applying these principles, a total of 24 data files plus one basic data file with 
the format of dbase IV were produced (see Table 8).
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3.2 J  Combination test data fiks
In addition to the above files created for changes in a single variable, eight 
combination files were created. These files combined the errors of height, stocking, and 
age. The combination file with the 15% error class illustrates the method used to produce 
this kind of file. The objective values of each record in the data file were derived by 
increasing the 4 field values in the basic data file by 15% respectively.
Example;
Mu wee udfl . yro yru ht stk
889 0 0 944 989 15 0.6
increase by 15 % respectively
889 0 0 1086 1137 17.3 0.69
3.2.4 Species composition data files
Species composition of the major species of a stand was changed at the expense 
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In some cases where stands had a low species composition, these species were 
removed from the working groups
For example


















3.3.1 Generate SFMM input file 
Immt dbase files into SFMMTOOL
The process included two different stages. First, 39 files were created in dbase 
format from basic data file (see Appendix I) by applying the procedures described in the 
Materials section. Second, the above dbase format files were imported into SFMMTOOL 
to create SFMM input files. By runmng SFMMTOOL, 39 input files were produced 
subject to the following assumptions;
- FMA Exclusions checklist was placed on "no" position to assign those stands 
to regular stand types so to test the general strength of the model
1,2 when the propoition (tf^donunant spedes surpasses 9, the value will become unchangeabie, for SFMM 
TOOL can accept a 0 as the proportion of species composition. Theiefine, the proportion footnoted 
record remains same for 20% and 30% error classes.
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- The character year format was used for all scenarios except for age cases in 
which a four character year format was used
- Adjust stand age. For this choice, "the adjust to 2000" choice was used so that 
more factors can be introduced into data processing to test the ability of 
SFMM to solve more problems
- Boreal Listing of Species was chosen so as to simplify the research work, 
which has fewer species
- User Defined Custom Choice was defined as defoult
During the processing, some records were identified having errors because of high 
stocking. As SFMMTOOL ignores these errors, there was no need to correct this kind of 
error. The numbers of records identified with errors varied with error class files for the 
stocking scenarios. For example, there were more records identified with errors in the 
case of 20% stocking error than for the 10% stocking error.
Another 72 of the 200 records were identified as non-forest land and separated 
firom the data files automatically.
CUasifvmg forest stands and asàtm na forest units
Only one sub-unit was defined in each scenario, as the basic data were uniform, 
belonging to one type of ownership.
At the beginning, the classification standards of forest unit recommended by 
SFMMTOOL were applied in forest classification. Unfortunately, there were too many 
forest units identified that increased the time for SFMM definmg and running. In 
addition, fewer stands in each forest unit would reduce the representative of the testing 
and make the analysis and comparison of results lack of suitable sampling size. In this
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situation, improved standards were used which were shown in Table 8-1. In reality, 
newer silvicultural techniques and methods of partial harvest have encouraged more 
complex forest unit definitions (Watkins et al. 1999).
Table 8-1. Forait m it labdi aad dcicriptiom
Forest unit Classifying standards
SbSha 7 Sb >■ 0.7 And Po+Bw < *  0.2
PjSha 9 Pj >= 0.7 And Po+Bw <* 0.2
PoSha 11 Po >» 0.7
BwOom 12 Bw > •  0.6 or Bw+Po >» 0.7
BfDom 16 Bf >= 0.4 And Bf+Sw*Sb+Pj >= 0.5
ConMx 17 Pw*Pr»8b*Sw+Bf»Pj+Ce + La>= 0.5
HrdMw 19 Po+Bwf Mh+UH+LH >= 0.5
AddIv wUÆfe matrix
The Northwest Regional Wildlife Matrix (Boreal East) was used in each case so 
that the wildlife management changes fir>m FRI errors could be detected. 
i4ssigii Addition^ Reserve Tvoes
In this research, the assign all stands in specified forest units to specified reserve 
type option was used. Balsam Fir forest unit was assigned to Bypass Reserve type (the 
assignment is only for testing without management implication).
View stand data and teneraU stand level vabutie 
Summarizmg stand level data
By clicking Generate Summary Tables, a sub-set of summary tables that allow 
SFMMTOOL to create yield and input assumptions were generated.
DefmingSFMM Parameters
To create the following yield curves
. Choose Clearcut option as silviculture system of all cases
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. No regeneratioii advance/dday was chosen by selecting No Change 
. The following rules were applied in stocking definition section 
Exten = Prsnt-O.I 
Basicl = Prsnt + Prsnt*0.1 
Basic2 = Basic! +prsnt*0.l 
Intenl = Ba»c2 + Prsnt*0.1 
Inten2 = Intenl + Prsnt*0.1 
. Plonski's Modified Growth & Yield Tables was used to generated growth 
and yield curves. No further modification to the table was made so as to keep the 
uniform of cases definition.
Genefateportiai SFMM inoMfik and update ifwutfUa
- 10 Year Age Class Interval was applied
- Both SFMM input file and SFMM landbase update files were generated for each 
case at the very b^inning.
A comparison between the SFMM input file and update file produced by 
SFMMTOOL was carried out in SFMM to find out the possibilities for replacing the 
input file by using an update file in order to reduce the workload repeatedly defining 
parameters in SFMM. The results show that there was no difference between these two 
kinds of files when th ^  were input into SFMM. For this reason, only one file for each 
case was generated as SFMM input file for each estimator, and update files were 
generated for the rest of cases of the Actor. For example, the stocking cases, only one 
SFMM input file of a case, say the 20% case, was produced from SFMMTOOL. For the 
other cases, only update SFMM input files were generated. During the running of SFMM
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for the 20% case, the input file was input, the SFIdM running parameter were defined, 
and final outputs were produced. For the remaining cases, there was no need to define the 
SFMM running parameters again by using the Load Update SFMMTOOL File fiinction. 
This saved time by defining the SFMM running parameters repeatedly and at the same 
time keeping the same management, fi)rest dynamics and silviculture options of SFMM.
3.3.2 Run SFMM 
De/me forest énumàa
- Defining Natural Forest Succession
The standards applied are shown in Appendix 11-1-1 (2).
- Natural Rehabilitation o f Non-Forest to Forest was defined by using the 
information in Appendix 0-2. For convenience, average annual proportion of 
0.01 was applied for all cases.
- Natural Disturlumce Cycles and Succession was defined according to 
Appendix n-3.
Defining siMcultitraloBtioHS
- Define Clearcut Harvest OpertdtiUty Ranges. The Dog River Matawin FMP 
2000-2020 operability limits were applied (see Appendix H-4)
- Input Clearcut Growing Stock Volumes Left Unharvested. In order to be used 
easily, a proportion of 0.06 was input for all species and silviculture 
intensities.
- Define Clearcut Forest Renewal Costs. An average renewal costs of $400 per 
ha was assumed and applied in the research (see Appendix H-S).
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- Ckarcut Post-renewal Forest Successitm Screen was done based on the 
Appendix H-6 The table was created by referring to Dog River Matawin FMP 
2000-2020 ” Post Harvest Renewal " form (see Appendix II-6).
- Stumpage Volumes and Timber harvesting Costs. All harvesting costs except 
for PW and PR were assumed as $2.00 per m .̂ PW and PR were assumed to 
cost $2.5 for harvesting all products per m .̂ Although the assumption was not 
reasonable from the viewpoint of practical operation, it is feasible for the sake 
of the testing, which can alleviate the job of tedious data entry and reduced the 
chance to create errors for the maty scenarios are involved.
- Determining Conversion Rate o f Harvested Area to Nm-forested Land. A 
subjective assumption of 0.02 was applied to all of the forest units. For 
example, with an original forest of Balsam Fir, Balsam Fir barren and 
scattered non-forested land will be formed after the original forest was 
harvested. This was based on the assumption of no delay in regeneration but 
with partially foiled.
- Midrrotadon Tenchng Treatments êcPartkd Harvest options. By referring to 
the 1991/1992 FMA Silviculture Treatments- Northwest Region. The cost was 
assumed to be $400 per hectare (detailed can be found from Appendix H-7).
- Assigning Commercial Ttlanning and Partial Harvest Volumes. Assume 30% 
of volume was harvested during age 30-40.
- Defining Active Non-finest RehabilittUion options. $500 per hectare for 
rehabilitation cost was applied in the research. The number was determined by
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referring to BSW-Stumpage Matrix-March, 1999. The detailed foture forest 
class and non-forest land types are listed in Appendix n-8.
De/mmg management obkcdves
- Budget for silviculture
Based on pre-testing of the research, the current solution for silviculture was 
around $2000 per year. For this reason, a $ 2000 available silviculture budget was 
applied. Most SFMM runs of this research verified the assumption is applicable. An 
Annual Discount Rate for calculating net present value was defined as 3.8%, typically 
between 0 and 4% for long-term forest planning in Ontario (Davis 1999).
- A choice of Limiting Silvicultural Spemdng by Budgets was made.
- Define Stability o f Forest Unit Areas screen. First, the Available Forest 
Only choice was applied. Second, for the direction of change 
Decrease/Increase, many alternatives were examined. As Davis (1999) 
points out " using any stability limits can significantly increase the size of 
models and the time required to solve it, and the solution may become 
infeasible or erroneous". By trying to run SFMM several times, "inf" was 
set as the values of increase and decrease parameters so that SFMM can 
obtain feasible solutions for all cases.
- No Age Class Structure Limits are applied because the data file has a small 
numbers of stands.
- Growing Stock Timber Vcdume Limits. For each forest unit, 40,000 cubic 
meters was applied as the limit.
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- Defining Species Group and Harvest Flow Policies. There is only one sub­
unit in the research, we want a very uniform harvest for each period. 
Therefore, 5% was applied in all cases and all of the finir items. At the same 
time, Management Objectives were included.
- Stability o f Harvest Area (Area Regutation). A ±10% changes in total area 
harvested by sub-unit was applied for all sub-unit and the stability of harvest 
area restricted by forest unit was set as "inf.
- Seedling limits. The annual seedlings supply of 65,000 for all sub-units was 
assumed.
Executmu Model
After defining various SFMM parameters, the last step was to run the model.
- Switch execution options to Meet Management Objective and Schedule 
Silvicultural Activities.
- Set ” with" choice of "options" at greatest net present value of silvicultural 
activities.
- Under "control options" choice box, select all of the items in "forest 
dynamics"; switch volume targets to "Binding"; switch silvicultural spending 
limits to " Budgets"
- Run the model.
- Adjusting and running again and again.
Output from SFMM
Generally, SFMM offered two types of results: basic results consisting of a series 
of screens that show results in different levels of detail, and advanced results conasting
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of case comparisons. The latter provided a powerful and easy way to carry out the 
research. Therefore, all advanced results were output. Parts of basic results were also 
output to assist in anafysing outputs.
- Output model size and solve status screens by windows "grab", which showed 
variables, constraints, and non-zero values.
- Output "compare area by forest unit (all forest) " in table format, copied and 
saved in Excel format for further analyses.
- Output "compare area harvested by forest unit" in table format, copied and 
saved in Excel format for forther analyses.
- Output "compare volume harvested by species group", "compare stumpage 
revenues", "compare silviculture expenditure", "compare areas by wildlife 
habitat unit", "compare area of preferred habitat by wildlife species", 
"compare indices of forest diversity by forest unit distribution", and "compare 
indices of forest diversity by age dass distribution". They were all copied and 
saved in Excel file.
The case comparison menu was used for the following reasons:
- It produced summary tables of the different cases, which were more 
productive to compare with producing it one after one separately for 
each case firom SFMM outputs.
- According to the strat%y of the research, under each surveyed forest 
fitctor, the derived cases for the fiictor have only partial differences. 
This strategy made the application of updated files from SFMMTOOL
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possible, which reduced the tedious redefining of the management 
objectives and silviculture.
- For each surveyed fiutor, only one set of case comparison at different 
items was produced to reduce the work of data processing.
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3i3J Proccningand rccbsidyingthe raw data from SFMM.
Outputs fom  SFMM *
I
FACTORS HEIGHT STOCK AGE COMBINATION SPECIES COMPOSITION
Mlld7
Raw data
I I  I
Total Haivcsted Haivested Stumpage Silviculture Wildlife 
Size Area Area Volume Revenue Expenditure Area Divcraty











Calculate the Relative Errors by Forest Units
^  Whole Sub-unit 
^  Planning Terms
Fig I. Data processing and Anab'smg flowchart
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4.0 Results and Discussion
This section is separated into five sub-sections and a general discussion section. 
Each sub section covers one survey factor or combination. In a sub-section, there are 
error tables,'followed by figures and tables, and a discussion. Finally, some models were 
developed and discussed for fitctors such as age, stocking, and combination cases if 
possible.
4.1 Species Composition Errors
There were seven cases (including a Check Case) for this survey factor. The 
differences between cases were due to proportional differences of dominant and sub­
dominant species in stands.
4.1.1. Model size comparison
Table 9 shows that the number of constraints and variables in the model do not 
vary with changes of species composition. For the other researched factors or estimators 
of FRI, this result was also applicable. For this reason, the discussion on this issue was 
omitted for the other factors.
Table 9. Model Sizes of the Species Cases.
-30% -20% -10% 0 10% 20% 30%
hentians 3892 3044 3383 4135 4732 3714 4252
Equations in the 
Model
21975 21975 21975 21975 21975 21975 21975
Variables in the 
Model
22900 22900 22900 22900 22900 22900 22900
Non-zero Values 132362 127067 130172 134087 134672 134657 133937
Objective
Values
133291 119974 121582 64726 86413 75252 62420
Relative EiTot(%) 105.9 85.3 87.8 0 33.5 16.3 •3.6
Error Oass Relative Error (%M(Objcctive value of some error class - Objective value of non-error 
Class)/ObJective Value of non-error class) * 100. Le.( (133291-64726)/64726)*100=105.9%)
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The table also shows that Net Present Value ^NV) varied with the species errors 
in FRI. In all cases, except for +30% case, changes in species composition increased the 
objective value. Generally, the objective value errors were 3-8 times the corresponding 
negative errors of FRI species, but varied for positive errors. For this reason, we cannot 
infer a general rule or develop a forecasting method for this fiictor, but it is apparent that 
the errors in FRI species composition had a large influence on the objective values of 
SFMM. When the species composition was changed, many corresponding changes 
occurred in SFMM. First, SFMM TOOL redefined forest units which could change the 
yield tables applied, and change the calculated she class values that are based on age and 
height. These would change the values input into SFMM. Second, with completely 
dififerent original forest conditions, SFMM may find new solutions for the given 
management objectives and constraints at the expense of objective values. When a 
dominant species of a stand was changed into a sub-dominant species, the change of 
species can change the volume of each stand, but not at the same rate for both sides of the 
species error classes. These changes in turn affect the objective value. Furthermore, 
species change resulted in the reallocation of stands among forest units, and also changes 
in forest area, the stumpage revenue, and various costs, which all contribute to the change 
of the objective value. It was apparent that there was no uniform method to correct the 
objective deviation resulting from species composition errors.
Therefore, SFMM can transform species error to cause large changes in the 
objective value, but at a rate difficult to predict.
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4.1.2 The Error of Total Forest Area (ETFA)
Table 10 and Fig 2 indicate that species errors can result in ETFA in the SFMM 
output. If the difference between each error class value and average error value was 
summed, then divided by number of classes, an approximate -6% (((-24.22}-(~30)+(- 
23.36H-20)+...+ (16H30)V6=(-6.12%) of Newly Produced Error (NPE) (algebraic 
average) was produced in SFMM. For example, the -30% error class had an average error 
of -24.22% of ETFA which results from the interaction between species composition 
error and SFMM running error. If the error from species composition was taken out from 
the current error of ETFA, the rest of the error should be explained as SFMM running 
error or NPE of the -30% error class. This assumed error transmission at the same rate of 
error from term 1 to term 16. In Figure 2, the difference between plotting points of 
species composition error and ETFA at given error class stands for the NPE. The NPE 
varied from one error class to another, being smaller in the negative error classes and 
large in the positive error classes.
For a given species error class, the ETFA tended to decrease from term one to 
term 16. The error ranges (see Table 10) of ETFA within each of the error classes were 
large. The average error of each case was not high, even if some errors of that class were 
high (Terml* s error for the 30% case was 146.4%, see Table 10).
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Table 10. Error distribatioo by plammimg ten u  bi SFMM.
Total Fom t Atm Error (%) by Twim and Spaciaa CompoolUoii Error*
ERROR
TERMS
40.0 •20.0 -10.0 0.0 10.0 20.0 30.0
T1 •33.C -43.7 0.( 10.3 80.8 146.4
T2 -31.3 -36.4 0.C 3.8 44.8 80.5
T3 -29.Î -31.4 0.C 55 24.0 51.3
T4 -27.5 -26.9 0.C 5.3 123 325
T5 -29.C •2S.1 0.0 25 21 11.5
T0 -27.! -21.1 0.0 22 1.1 4.0
T7̂ -22.9 -18.2 0.0 5.4 -5.4 -0.4
T8 -2Z4 •22.7 0.0 5.1 -4.9 -5.7
T9 -23.2 -19.! 0.0 0.8 -8.5 -6.3
T10 -22.1 •18.d 0.0 o i -7.d -7.2
Til -21.0 -17.8 0.0 0.0 -8.0 -8.2
T12 -20.1 -17.5 0.0 0.3 -9.3 -8.8
T13 -19.3 -17.7 0.0 0.3 -10.3 -9.1
T14 •i9.e -17.3 0.0 0.8 -11.4 -8.8
T15 -19.e -20.4 0.0 1.4 -120 -8.4
Tie -19.6 -20.2 0.0 22 -125 -7.5
Range 13.7 26.3 0.0 10.2 93.3 155.5
TOTAL -387.5 -373.8 - 0.0 46.5 77.2 258.0
AVERAGE -24.2 -23.4 0.0 28 4.8 16.0
NPE(% 5.8 -3.4 -2.8 0.0 -7.2 -15.2 -14.0
The error value of each term was obtained by averaging the errors of forest units 
for a term. As some of the errors were large, the pure algebraic averaging method could 
give the wrong indication of ETFA. For this reason, an area weighted averaging method 
was applied to produce term errors of each case for each estimator. The results presented 
in Table 11 shows a different trend from that in Table 10. Average ETFA was not only 
smaller but also not had different signs for the negative errors, but had a greater deviation 
for the positive error.
S6
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Fig 2. Eirors distribution in Total Forest Area in SFMM by species enor classes. 
Table 11. Total Forest Weighted Area Errors By Term: (Specks Composition)
To tal Forest Area Error (%)
Err_Sp«_FR
1
-30.0 •20.0 -10.0 0.0 10.0 20.0 30.0
T1 10.7 19.8 25.8 0.0 1.9 108.2 300.8
T2 11.8 18.7 21.8 0.0 0.8 58.3 142.1
73 8.5 13.1 17.8 0.0 0.5 27.5 78.7
T4 8.9 9.1 14.5 0.0 0.4 124 38.0
T5 8.1 8.7 14.3 0.0 0.2 7.2 18.9
T8 5.3 8.5 10.4 0.0 0.2 3.4 8.2
T7 4.9 5.3 8.4 0.0 0.3 2 3 3.4
T8 4.0 4.5 7.1 0.0 0.3 1.7 22
T9 3.4 3.9 5.8 0.0 0.8 1.3 1.4
TIG 3.0 3.4 5.0 0.0 0.8 1.0 1.3
T il 28 3.0 4.4 0.0 0.8 0.8 1.0
T12 23 28 3.9 0.0 0.8 0.7 0.9
ri3 21 2 2 3.4 0.0 0.8 0.8 1.0
T14 20 20 3.0 0.0 0.8 0.5 0.9
T1S 1.8 1.7 2 8 0.0 1.0 0.6 1.0
Tie 1.7 1.5 24 0.0 1.4 0.5 1.5
Total 77.0 103.7 1502 0.0 11.1 224.8 595.2
Average 4.8 8.5 9.4 0.0 0.7 14.1 37.2
The average ETFA's in Table II were very low except for the 30% and 20% 
cases. Changes in species composition affected the amount of area in each forest unit. 
This was most dramatic when species composition was increased above 20%. This 
principle may not be applicable to other forests with very different original forest 
conditions. Table 12 shows the results of the statistical analysis of Table 11. It shows that 
there are very significant differences among term errors of each error case, and 
significant differences among different cases.
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df MS F P-value Fcrit
Rows 32644.1 15 2176.3 2.528 0.004 1.779
Columns 15702.6 6 2617.1 3.040 0.009 2.201
Error 77469.2 90 860.8
Total 125615.9 111
Table 13 shows the errors distribution of total forest area by forest unit. Except 
for the Commix and Bfdom forest units, most of the forest units have a negative ETFA. 
The Commix forest units had the largest area, therefore had larger influence on the 
objective value computed by SFMM. Although the average errors in the table are uniform 
and easy to understand (more apparently related to corresponding species error value and 
amount), it can be used only as a reference and has no management implication, as 
SFMM considers a management unit as a whole in long-term forest management 
planning. Only when a specific forest unit is defined, do the mentioned results in Table 
13 become important. Therefore, there is no discussion about ETFA by forest units in the 
research of this paper.
Table 13 ETFA by Forest Units iu SFMM
Total Forest Area Error by Foraat Units (%)
Error/FU •0.3 -0.2 -0.1 0.0 0.1 0 2 0.3
SBSHA •40.1 -40.2 -14.7 0.0 325 •0.7 55.1
PJSHA ■36.4 -40.4 -38.6 0.0 -4.0 1.4 17.0
POSHA -33.2 -40.8 -7.9 0.0 11.0 97.3 157.0
BWDOM •75.5 -55.7 -542 0.0 -1.5 -51.4 -721
BFOOM -3.8 3.5 5.4 0.0 -11.4 13.4 1.8
CONMIX 27.5 21.4 17.2 0.0 -1.5 •0.4 -8.8
HARD­
WOOD
-29.7 -20.7 -24.1 0.0 -1.1 -16.8 -27.1
Total -191.2 -1729 -116.9 24.0 428 124.8
Average. -27.3 -24.7 -16.7 3.4 6.1 17.8
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4.1.3 Annual Harvested Area Error (AHAE)
Annual harvested area errors were positive except for the 30% case Ô ig 3a, Fig 
3b, Table 14-1). Positive errors indicated that more area was harvested under uniform 
forest constraints. On the other hand, the negative errors or reductions of the proportion 
of dominant species, caused SFMM to harvest less area to meet the constraints.
Average AHAE (computed from the class averages of Table 14-1)) was about 
13%, which was large enough to have significant influence on forest management 
activities. Statistical analysis (Table 14-2) indicated that annual harvested area errors 
were significantly different from term to term and from case to case.
Table 14-1. Error Distribution of Total Annual Harvested Area by Terms
Total Annual Hanaatad Araa Eirar (%) (Spadaa compoaSlon eaaaa)
Errof/Tertna •30.0 -20.0 -10.0 0.0 10.0 20.0 30.0
T1 46.6 43.4 30.3 0.0 14.5 26.4 -4.8
T2 40.2 37.8 26.8 0.0 20.3 17.8 -5.6
T3 21.3 18.6 14.3 0.0 0.4 -0.7 -5.6
T4 8.3 6.5 4.1 0.0 -27 -8.7 -5.6
T5 3.3 -1.1 -3.4 0.0 -1.2 -8.0 -11.3
T6 13.2 13.2 13.2 0.0 4.6 -22 •6.5
T7 320 320 320 0.0 11.6 7.6 •0.5
T8 38.4 38.4 38.4 0.0 18.9 -1.9 -26
T9 30.5 30.5 30.5 0.0 7.2 1.8 1.1
T10 25.2 25.2 25.0 0.0 11.1 4.8 -1.6
T il 23.4 23.4 17.2 0.0 15.9 13.7 -3.8
T12 19.7 16.4 7.3 0.0 9.8 5.7 -3.5
T13 18.5 9.5 0.8 0.0 9.2 121 0.8
T14 10.1 4.6 -4.1 0.0 1.2 10.1 1.7
T15 23.6 11.0 11.0 0.0 7.7 15.0 1.4
TOTAL 354.3 309.1 245.6 0.0 126.5 93.7 -46.2
AVERAGE 23.6 20.6 16.4 0.0 8.4 6.3 -3.1




df MS F P-value Fcrit
Rows 5247.2 14 374.8 7.193 1.54E-09 1.811
Columns 9383.8 6 1564.0 30.015 5.74E-19 2.209
Error 4376.9 84 52.1
Total 19007.9 104
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Fig 3 a. Error Distribution of Anmial Haivested Afca by tenns
Incorrect species compositions of stands had a large influence on the annual
harvested area. A n^ative error of species composition in FRI would over-cut forests
under SFMM planning while a large positive error reduced annual harvest area.
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Fig 3 b. Error Distribution of Annual Huvested Area by terms
4.1.4 HarvcstctI Volume Error (HVE)
SFMM produced greater positive HVE fiom the negative errors of species 
composition and a trend of n%ative HVE fi-om positive errors (see Table 15-1). 
Generally, the HVE had little change from term to term because of the sustainable 
harvest constraint (see Fig 4a). The case ranges varied little from 1.03% to 5.06% (see 
Table 15-1), which resulted firom defining sustainable harvest constraints.
The locations of the lines of the different error cases did seem unreasonable. For 
example, the -30% case and the -10% case were similar, and both were above the -20% 
case. In addition, the 20% case had more effect than the 30% case. Probable reasons for
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the variations were the various options SFMM had in order to satisfy the constraints. For 
example, silvicultural treatments, natural succession, and sustainable harvest volume 
varied in the model for different forest units. Fig 4b shows that the errors of harvested 
volume had a decreasing trend from the -30% case to the +30% species cases.
Table IS-1. Error diatribation of Volume Harvested by Planning Terms
Harvntad Volume Error (%) Spades Casas
Errors -30 -20 -10 0 10 20 30
T1 73.3 60.6 74.8 0 16.4 -15.1 •8.2
T2 73.3 60.7 74.9 0 16.4 -15.3 •8.3
T3 73.0 61.2 74.9 0 16.1 -15.2 •8.5
T4 71.9 61.0 75.1 0 15.8 -15.4 •8.9
T5 71.9 61.0 75.1 0 15.9 -15.4 •8.8
16 71.6 61.1 75.2 0 15.8 -15.5 -9.0
T7 71.5 60.6 75.2 0 15.6 -15.5 -9.2
T8 69.6 58.6 72.0 0 15.3 -15.7 -9.5
T9 69.6 58.7 72.0 0 15.3 -15.7 -9.5
T10 69.5 58.9 72.1 0 15.2 -15.8 -9.7
Til 69.1 58.5 72.0 0 15.0 -15.8 -9.9
T12 68.7 58.2 21.0 0 14.6 -16.0 -10.3
T13 68.7 58.2 720 0 14.7 -16.0 -10.2
T14 68.7 58.3 721 0 14.6 -16.1 -10.4
T15 68.3 57.9 720 0 14.3 -16.1 -10.6
T2 67.8 57.6 720 0 14.0 -16.3 -11.0
Total 1126.7 951.4 1173.3 0 244.9 -250.9 -1520
Average 75.1 63.4 78.2 0 16.3 -16.7 -10.1
Range 5.1 3.3 3.2 0 2.1 1.0 2.4
INPE -45.1 -43.4 -68.2 -6.3 36.7 40.1
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Fig 4a. Error Disiribution of Total Harvested Volume by Terms
The algebraic average of NPE was -14.37% and the average of absolute NPE was
60%. This indicated that change of species composition can produce a large HVE. The
NPEs had reversed signs from the errors of species composition except for the 10% case.
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Fig 4b. Error Distribution ofTotal Harvested Volume by Terms
Statistical analysis (Table 15-2) indicated that there were slight differences 
among terms and significant differences between cases. This suggests that the species 
errors were closely related to the HVE, and they could be propagated during the running 
of SFMM. For all these reasons, in practical forest management planning, species errors 
must be minimized, as it is difficult to find a useful formula to adjust for the errors.




df MS F P-value Fcrit
Rows 80.0 14 5.7 11.303 4.94E-14 1.811
Columns 136799.7 6 22800.0 45100.66 4.3E-145 2.208
Error 42.5 84 0.5
Total 136922.2 104
Species error could cause large errors in the harvested volume produced by 
SFMM. The errors varied significantly by planning term and by case. It was not possible 
to find a predicative equation by regression as the difference of original forest condition 
may produce very different error values of HVE. It is wise to do best to minimise species 
error in Forest Resource Inventory before any effective way adjusting the errors of 
harvested volume in SFMM application can be developed.
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4.1.5. Stumpage Revenue Errors (SRE)
Table 16-1 (Appendix Œ) and Fig Sa show that the SRE had a trend similar to 
HVE. Both negative and positive errors of species of FRI were changed into positive 
errors of in SFMM except for the 30% case. The SRE was about 3-6 times the 
species error, depending on the original error values. On the other hand, for different 
planning terms, the errors had the same level trend for different cases a bit reduction after 
term 11. The ranges of cases varied from 42.2% to 7.5%. The positive error side had 
narrow ranges and the negative side had wide ranges. It was understandable that the 
stumpage revenue had a similar trend in range as HVE because of the direct relationship 
between them.
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Fig Sa. Stumpage Eirors by Terms
The NPE was -35.7% for the algebraic average and 52.2% for the average of 
absolute value. This suggested that species composition had a large effect on the SRE.
Statistical analysis (16-2, Appendix m . Appendix IV) indicated that there were 
significant differences between planning terms and between cases. Figure 5a shows that 
the average error of cases varies from 80% to -10% and shows an obvious linear trend. 
Although it is possible to develop a linear model to predicate the errors and adjust them, 
the model would be applicable to only this particular forest.
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Fig 5b. Stumpage Enon by Species Error Classes
It was concluded that the errors of species composition can introduce positive 
errors of stumpage revenue that are 3-6 times the magnitude of species errors on negative 
side, and variable results occurred on the positive side.
4.1.6. Silvkultural Expenditure Errors (SEE)
Table 17 (Appendix HI), Fig 6a, and Fig 6b indicate that the error distribution 
trend of silviculture expenditure errors by error classes is similar to that of harvested 
volume. Compared with stumpage revenue errors, the errors have greater fluctuations 
over planning terms and error classes. The errors had opposite signs to the species errors 
except for case 10%. Reduction of major species might lead to an over-cutting, in turn, a 
rising of silviculture expenditure.











Fig 6a. Silvicultmal Expenditure Errors by Species Error Classes
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The NPE was about -20.21% for the algebraic average and 42.8#% for the 
average of absolute values. The minus sign indicated that the newly produced errors had 
reverse signs from the qiecies composition errors.
8 0  -1
6 0  -
E 4 0  -
tti 2 0  -
IU
(0 0 •
-2  0 -
-4  0 -
8 ilv to u itu re E x p e n d  itu re E rro re b y 
Te rm e
>•30% s e e  
-20% s e e  
-10% s e e  
0
>10% s e e  
>20% s e e  
>30% s e e
T e r m s
Fig 6b. SilvicuItuR Expenditure Errors by Terms (SCE: species composition errors)
Species errors do introduce errors to the silviculture expenditure planned by 
SFMM. Average class errors produced by SFMM varied from -15% to 40%.
4.1.7. Shennon-Weiner Index Errors (SWIE)
Shannon-Weiner hidex is used to describe the biodiversity in SFMM. Fig 7A, Fig 
7B, and Table 17-1 (Appendix m ) show that the indices had the same error signs as 
corresponding species errors but with higher values. The index errors had less sensitivity 
to the positive errors of species composition in FRI. All the errors of Shannon Weiner 
indices were smaller than the corresponding species errors. On the other hand, the errors 
tended to decrease over the terms, especially for the positive side of species composition 
errors.
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Compared with the other survey Actors, species errors should have a greater 
influence on the Shannon Weiner index than other Actors such as tree height, %e and 
stocking. However, SFMM seems to be less sensitive to species composition errors for 
this hem. Ckmges with error classes of species were less significant too. As for the other 
index used to describe the biodiversity such as Shannon bdex, the same trends were 
found.
S h a n n o n  I n d e x  E rror In S F MM a n d  FRI  
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Fig 7a. Shannon Weiner Index Error by Planning Terms
Shannon Index Error in SFMM and Spocloa Error in FRi
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Fig 7b. Shannon Weiner bidex Error by Error Classes
This result may suggest that the calculations of these indices lack enough 
consideration of species composition and fiirther modification of the function of the tool 
needed.
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4.1A WUdlife Area aad Preferred Area Error (WAPAE)
Fig 8a, Fig 8b shows that the errors tend to increase from the lower to higher 
terms. The maximum error was about 80%. A large error range from case to case can be 
observed.
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Fig 8b. Wildlifi: Area Errors by Species Error Classes
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4.2 Age Error Cases
4.2.1 Total Forest Area Error (TFAE) By Forest Unit
Table 18 shows that the distribution of TFAE appears uniform for the cases. 
Except for case 20's high value, the remainder had errors under 2%.
Within error classes, there was no uniform pattern by terms. Average error ranges 
varied greatly from one case to another. For example, case 20 had a range of 4.5% but 
case 5 was 0.9%. The standard error for each error class was small.
The above results suggest SFMM did not change total forest area very much with 
the age error from-20% to 20%. The small values of 0 to 4.5% were attributed to the 
random errors caused by defining natural succession and conversion of harvested area to 
non-forest area.
Table 18. Error Distribution of Total Forest Area by Planning and Age Error Classes
Eir_sto_FRI -20.0 -13.0 -10.0 -5.0 0.0 5.0 10.0 15.0 20.0
TI 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
T2 OJ OJ 0.8 0.7 0.0 0.7 2.1 1.6 20
T3 0.4 1.0 0.7 05 0.0 0.4 1.5 15 4.5
T4 05 l.O 0.5 OJ 0.0 0.7 05 1.8 3.8
T5 2.0 I J 0.4 0.2 0.0 OJ 0.7 1.0 2.7
T6 1.6 1.7 0.7 0.1 0.0 05 1.1 2.0 2.4
T7 3.0 0.8 OJ 0.1 0.0 OJ 0.1 0.4 2.4
T8 0.3 OJ 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.1 OJ 25
T9 0.0 0.1 0.1 OJ 0.0 0.2 0.1 OJ 21
n o 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.2 OJ OJ 2.1
T il OJ 0.2 0.2 OJ 0.0 OJ OJ 0.4 22
T12 03 0.4 0.4 OJ 0.0 0.1 0.0 OJ 25
T13 03 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.2 28
TI4 0.4 0.8 05 1.0 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.2 3.0
T15 0.7 1.2 1.4 I J 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.2 3.8
T ie 1.1 1.6 1.7 1.8 0.0 0.0 0.1 OJ 4.1
Tout lU I I J 9.1 8.7 0.0 4.1 7 J 11J 428
Avenge 0.7 0.7 0.6 OJ 0.0 OJ 0.5 0.7 27
Range 3.0 1.7 1.7 . 1.8 0.0 05 2.1 2.0 4.5
SUndwdERR 05 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.1 OJ OJ OJ
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4.2.2 Harvested Volume Errors (HVE)
Table 19-1 shows that the average error of harvested volume were within ±5%, 
except for case 20%. The ranges within terms varied from S.5% to 18.3%.
Table 19-1. Error Diitribatioii of Harvested Volume by Terms and Age E rror Classes
Error (% ) Distribution of Haivested Volume by Planning Tenns (Age Case)
Eir_Age_FRI •20.0 -15.0 •10.0 -5.0 0.0 5.0 10.0 15.0 20.0
Tl -lOJ -5.4 -7.0 -8.1 0.0 6.0 •1.6 •5.4 -28.2
T2 •8.7 -5J -6 J -75 0.0 4.6 •1.6 -52 -275
T3 -8.4 -5.1 ■6.6 -7.6 0.0 4.7 •1.6 -5.0 -27.5
T4 •8.1 ■45 -6.4 •7.2 0.0 45 •1.6 ■45 •27.2
T3 -7.8 -4.8 •62 -65 0.0 5.1 •1.5 ■4.7 •26.8
T6 -7.4 -4.6 -55 -6.6 0.0 5.2 •1.5 ■4J -26.4
T7 -7.1 ■4.4 -5.7 ■6.2 0.0 5.4 •1.5 ■4J -26.1
T8 -3.0 ■OJ •1.6 -21 0.0 5.4 25 ■OJ -227
T9 -20 0.4 •0.8 •1.2 0.0 2.8 4 J 1.6 -24.2
TIO 29 35 3.2 3.5 0.0 2.8 9.0 6.5 -19.0
T il 1.5 85 8 J 8.7 0.0 2.2 10.2 10.8 -15.4
T12 1.0 6.1 5.5 6.8 0.0 1.8 10.7 124 -11.5
T13 -1.5 3 J 27 3.6 0.0 OJ 8.0 10.4 -95
T14 -5.7 - I J -15 •l.l 0.0 0.5 3.8 4.7 •102
TIJ -8.7 ■4.7 -5J -4.5 0.0 1.2 0.7 5.5 •10.0
ToUl -73.2 -18.0 -34J J6 .8 0.0 53.2 38J 17.8 •312.8
Avenge ■45 -1.2 -2J •25 0.0 3.5 26 1.2 -205
Range 13.21 14.4| 15.3 16.9 0.0 5.5 12.2 17.8 18.3
Statistical analysis (Table 19-2) showed a significant difference both between 
terms and between age error classes. Cases 20% and -20% had higher average error 
percentages, case 20 in particular. When the age error was large, such as 20% or -20%, 
significant variance of average error class of the harvested volume was caused.




OfSS d f MS F P-value Fcrit
Rows 1872.0 14 133.7 11.765 2.96E-16 1.781
Columns 6386.1 8 798.3 70.235 4.32E-40 2.022
Error 1273.0 112 11.4
Total 9531.0 134
Rows = Age Error Class Colunms = Terms
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Four sources of error were responsible for the high HVE value of case 20%. First, 
SFMMTOOLldt did not produce similar forest unit yidd curve for all cases. Table 19-3 
shows the total yidd by age class of the Conmix forest unit for five age error classes. At 
age class 105, the totd yidd of cases 15% and 20% was larger than the vdue for other 
cases. These differences led to some errors of HVE of case 20%. It is not dear why this 
change occured.
TaUe 19-3.Toial Yidd of Soiw Cases by Age Clam (Coamix Forest UaitXBi3/year).
Total Yield fix Each Age Class (Age Enor Cases)
Age Class -20% -15% 0% 5% 15% 20%
AS 0 0 0 0 0 0
AIS 0 0 0 0 0 0
A2S 2 2 2 2 2 2
A3S 11 11 11 11 12 12
A4S 22 22 22 22 26 26
A55 34 34 34 34 39 39
A6S 46 46 46 46 52 52
A75 59 59 59 59 64 64
ASS 75 75 75 75 81 81
A9S 87 87 87 87 94 94
AlOS 95 95 95 95 100 100
Alls 91 91 91 91 99 99
A125 80 80 80 80 82 82
A135 66 66 66 66 68 68
A145 60 60 60 60 62 62
A155 57 57 57 57 60 60
A165 55 55 55 55 58 58
A175 54 54 53 53 57 57
A185 51 51 51 51 55 55
A195 49 49 49 49 52 52
A205 47 47 47 47 50 50
A215 46 46 47 47 49 49
A225 46 46 46 46 47 47
A235 44 44 44 44 46 46
A245 43 43 43 43 45 45
A255 42 42 41 41 45 45
Second, changes in age affected the age distribution of inhid forest areas. For 
example, the age error of 20% shifted the age distribution of the Conmix forest unit up
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10-30 years to produce a more mature forest than the base case. The yidd per hectare of 
the more mature forest is less than for the younger forest of the base case (Table 19.3).
Third, the dlviculture operability limits affected the harvestable forest area (Table 
19-4). Based on the defined upper operability limit of 125 and lower limit of 70, at 
planning term 1, the harvestable area for case 20 was 474 ha, a reduction o f26.28% firom 
the base case 0 (643 ha).
Table 19-4 Initial Age Gam DMrilNrtiM of the Coaadz Form  Uait by Age Error Cases
Conmix Forest Unit Inilial Area (ha) by Age Class
Age Class CASE-20% CASEO CASE 20%
A5 7 [7





A6S 188 49 9
A75 1S8 228 51
A8S 127 120 132
A95 90 112 114
AlOS 127 120

















Fourth, the natural succession rate affected the HVE for case 20. Fig 9A shows 
that 30% of the Conmbc forest unit at age of 115 was changed into the BfDom Forest unit 
and another 30% to age class 55 of the Conmix forest unit. At age 135, the Conmix forest 
unit of 40% was changed to BfDom, and of 60 to younger Conmix.
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Fig 9A. Forest succession rete for Cmunix forest unit.
Age errors had various effects on the errors of harvested volume, depending on
the magnitude of the errors and their sign. Although it is impossible to apply a general 
method to correct HVE, Fig 9B shows a polynomial regression equation for the HVE 
caused by age errors. The equation was developed from the particular forest and SFMM 
setup. Unfortunately, the equation has less value in the actual error evaluation of SFMM 
because of the difference of original forest condition which will change some parameters 
of the model. It maybe possible to develop similar models for other forests and SFMM 
setups. For this reason, in the following part, some poly-simulation equation were shown, 
but only used as an example of error adjustment method in SFMM.
HVE Simulat ion Equat ion
HVE
•Poly.  (HVE)
Fig 9B. HVE Sinulatioa Ecpiation (X=Age Enor, Y=Averege Error of HVE)
4.2 J  Stumpage Revenue Error (SRE)
Table 20-1 shows the error distribution of stumpage revenue by term. The results 
were similar in magnitude to the harvested volume errors. This was expected as the
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stumpage revenue was based upon the volume harvested. The only difference was that 
the age error can result in different species being harvested at different stumpage rates 
(white pine had a stumpage rate of $11 and poplar $0.50).
Statistical analysis (Table 20-2) shows that there is significant difference of 
stumpage revenue between cases, but no significant differences among terms for given a 
case. Fig 10 shows a correction equation for SRE, which provides a possible way to 
correct the error for this particular study.
Table 20-1 Error Distribution of Stumpage Revenue by Planning and Age E rror Classes
Error (% ) of Age Cases
EiT.Age_F
R1
■20.0 -15.0 -10.0 -5.0 0.0 5.0 10.0 15.0 20.0
Tl •8.4 •5.7 •6.0 •8.8 0.0 05 -5.2 -85 -285
T2 •8.1 -3J •5.6 •8.0 0.0 4.1 •2.0 •6.1 -275
T3 •8.7 •3.6 -5.8 •9.4 0.0 2.1 •35 •8.4 -285
T4 •7.7 •4J ■6.1 •85 0.0 2.7 -3.5 -8.1 •28.2
T5 •7.5 •3.6 •6.0 •75 0.0 2.1 -35 •65 •28.5
T6 •6.1 •2.9 -5.1 -7.6 0.0 3.1 -IS •6.8 -265
T7 •6.2 •2.8 -5.7 -75 0.0 4.4 -15 •4.7 -25.6
T8 •8.5 •35 -5.4 -7.4 0.0 3.1 •0.6 •4.4 -255
T9 •10.2 -7J -9.1 -11.1 0.0 25 •05 -3.9 •25.1
no •9.4 •9.4 -9.7 -10.1 0.0 3.1 05 -25 •20.1
T il •9J •6.7 •6.8 -7.1 0.0 14 15 4.7 -13.7
T12 •8J -7.8 -75 -7.1 0.0 1.6 3.4 8.5 •9.2
TI3 •8.9 •8J •8.0 •8.1 0.0 •0.1 15 8.4 -75
T14 •9.5 •8.5 •85 •8.5 0.0 05 1.2 4.1 -75
T15 •10.7 •10.1 •95 •95 0.0 •0.5 -1.2 3.4 •9.4
Total •128.0 •88.1 -105.5 •1265 0.0 31.8 -14.5 -315 -311.4
Avenge •8.5 -55 -7.0 •8.4 0.0 11 -1.0 •11 -20.8
Range 4.6 7.4 4.9 4.1 0.0 4.8 8.6 17.4 21.2
Table 20-2 Two Factor Analysis of SRE (ANOVA)
ANOVA
Source o/SS  
Variation
d f MS F P-value Fcrit
Rows 294.1 14 21.0 1.486 0.1277 1.781
Columns SS94.I 8 699.3 49.467 2.72E-33 2.022
Error 1583.2 112 14.14
Total - 7471.4 134
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Fig 10. SRE Correction Equation
4.2.4 Silviculture Expenditure Error (SEE)
Table 21-1 presents the distribution of SEE. The table shows a similar pattern to 
HVE but with lower errors by terms and for the averages of age error class.
Table 21-1 Error Distributhm of Siiviailture Expenditure by Term: and Age E rror Clame:
Error (%) of Age Cases
EfT.Age.F
R1
-20.0 -15.0 -lO.O -5.0 0.0 5.0 10.0 15.0 20.0
Tl -7.6 -55 -2.4 4 5 0.0 3.4 50 -95 -295
T2 -10.5 2.0 -3.1 4.6 0.0 6.4 -5.5 •95 -29.4
T3 -3.8 3.7 -1.1 4.5 0.0 25 -5.5 •8.6 -27.4
T4 -Z6 1.6 -05 -1.4 0.0 4.4 -1.4 4.3 •235
T5 -2.2 •0.8 -25 -25 0.0 4.1 •05 -5.0 -24.8
T6 -4.5 -05 -1.8 -3.6 0.0 4.4 -3.3 14.2 4.8
T7 •18J 2.7 0.5 •05 0.0 6.9 0.2 4 5 -26.0
T8 -14.4 2.1 0.1 -1.0 0.0 2.6 •05 4.7 -19.5
T9 •4.2 -115 -35 4.0 0.0 4.7 0.0 -20.8 41.8
TIO -13.8 13 05 -5.6 0.0 1.7 4.6 -19.6 -38.6
T il OJ 245 33.4 195 0.0 3.0 8.8 75 -14.0
T12 2 J 65 6.1 7.6 0.0 58 95 11.8 -9.7
T13 1.0 4.1 4.1 5.0 0.0 05 75 11.0 -75
T14 -2.2 15 1.4 . 1-9 0.0 l.O 4.4 45 -75
TI5 -4.1 -1.8 -1.4 •05 0.0 15 15 5.3 •8.1
Total -84.6 29.0 305 •1.0 0.0 495 21.7 -36.1 -3158
Avenge -5.6 15 50 •0.1 0.0 35 15 -54 -205
Range . 20.5 355 36.7 26.0 0.0 6.4 15.4 35.0 37.0
Standard
ERR
1.6 15 25 1.7 0.0 0.3 15 58 3.1
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The ranges of silviculture Expenditure by terms varied fiom 6.4% to 37%. Case 
20% had the widest range and the highest average SEE. Standard error of the case was 
also the largest. This indicated that 20% of age error had a greater effect on the 
alvicuhure expenditure than the other age errors.
The errors of silviculture expenditure showed a very complicated change from 
term to term. This was caused by many reasons associated with %e such as harvesting 
different species, operability limits, and using different rates to calculate the costs. The 
more silvicultural options added, the more tools and flexibility SFMM has to design 
effective strategies to meet the stated management objectives.
Statistical analysis (Table 21-2) indicated that there were significant differences 
of silviculture expenditure errors between terms and cases too. It was possible to make a 
good predication of the errors of silviculture experxfiture for this study (Fig 11).
Table 21-2 Two Factor Aaaiyiia of SEE
ANOVA
Source o/SS  
Variation
D f MS F P-value Fcrit
Rows 3040.763 14 217.1974 6.018547 1.02E-08 1.78105
Cohunns 6717.S73 8 839.7342 23.26906 1.26E-20 2.022091
Enor 4041.857 112 36.08801
Total 13800.49 134
SEE changed little firom one age error class to another between -20% to +20%, 
but when the age error surpassed 20%, a large increase in error occurred.
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Poly. (SEE)
Fig 11. SEE Conectioa Equation.
4.2.5 Shannon-Weiner Index Errors
Table 22-1 shows the error distribution of the Shannon Weiner Index Error by 
terms and age error classes. Generally, the errors have a reverse sign to the age errors 
except for some terms of case -20% and case-15%.
Table 22-1. Error DiitrilMrtiQn of Shaanon Weiner index by Tenu and Afe Error ClaaNi
Error (%) of Age Cases
EirA gpFR l -30 •15 -10 -5 0 5 10 15 30
T l 0.83 •0.04 053 0.89 0.00 155 1.79 1.64 150
T2 •1.43 1.45 •058 ■0.07 0.00 -0.88 0.17 -1.43 -5.87
T3 ■0.78 1.05 0.41 0.53 0.00 -353 •351 •455 •6.14
T4 546 586 1.84 1.78 0.00 •0.41 •053 -159 -7.03
T5 1.13 358 1.83 157 0.00 -3.10 -153 -5.77 •855
T6 3.33 3.73 150 0.91 0.00 •1.19 •0.68 -350 •6.19
T7 1.19 3.03 054 058 0.00 •0.46 •0.03 •3.41 -556
T» -0.36 1.19 0.01 0.18 0.00 -1.04 •0.75 -3.00 •6.61
T9 0.07 154 0.48 059 0.00 -1.60 -1.65 -3.63 •6.18
TIO 150 1.74 0.69 0.85 0.00 •0.60 -1.04 -3.09 •4.88
T il 0.84 506 056 0.77 0.00 •051 •054 -505 -450
T12 0.00 1.57 055 0.49 0.00 •055 •0.34 -154 -357
T13 •051 151 057 053 0.00 •057 •053 -1.88 -358
T14 •0.09 156 0.19 056 0.00 •0.46 •0.30 -1.69 -3.61
T15 -0.13 1.14 0.06 0.15 500 •0.43 0.09 -154 -3.60
Toul 750 3151 517 9.48 0 •1506 -7.63 -36.13 -74.76
Avcngp 053 1.41 054 0.63 0 •0.80 •051 •541 •458
Range 4.68 451 588 1.85 0.00 455 450 7.41 955
SundafdERR 051 058 050 0.13 0.00 056 056 0.43 057
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The ranges of %e error classes varied fiom 1.85% to 9.55%. Case 20% also 
gained the widest range. Compared with age error, the ranges were not large even for 
case 20%.
(1) The absolute average errors by age error classes showed an increasing trend fiom 
case -20% to case 20%.
(2) Statistical analysis (Table 22-2) indicated that there was no significant difference 
between different terms but significant differences between age error classes.




o/SS D f A# F P-value Fcrit
Rows 48.62753 14 3.473395 2.889403 0.000935 1.78105
Columns 466.0475 8 58.25594 48.46121 6.56E-33 2.022091
Error 134.6369 112 1.202115
Total 649.3119 134
Shannon-Weiner Heterogeneity Index is most sensitive to changes in relatively 
rare elements or species (Davis, 1999). If the variable Pi of Shannon-Weiner Index is the 
proportion represemed by the total area of the stands in age class I (one of three choices 
in the formula), the index should have a change with the change of age. If Pi is the 
proportion of age class, the index must be changed with the age change. If Pi is the 
proportion represented by wildlife habitat unit, the index should have a small change with 
the age change. The SFMM user guide does not indicate which choice is used. It is 
difficult to decide if there should be some changes of the index with the age errors. The 
small change may mean slight^ r%ulating age classes of a forest unit as age errors were 
not large enough.
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Although there were significant dififerences of Shannon hdex Errors between age 
error classes, the errors were too small and had little influence on long-term forest 
management. Therefore, SFMM has a weak response to the age error in its Shannon- 
Weiner Index.
4.2.6 Wildlife Habitat Area Erron
Table 23-1 shows the error distribution of wildlife habitat area. Similar to the 
Shannon Weiner Index error, the errors of wildlife habitat area were very small and 
varied fi*om 1.46% to -11.70% with most of the errors negative. The average error by age 
error classes varied firom -0.78% to -7.07%.
Tabk 23-1. Error DIstrlbadom of Wildlife Habitat Area by Term# and Age Error Clamea
Error (%) of Age Cases)
EiT_A*e_FRl •20.00 -15.00 -10.00 -5.00 0.00 5.00 10.00 15.00 30.00
T l -351 -580 •9.59 •957 0.00 •6.53 -553 0.17 -7.15
T2 -3.86 ■653 •589 -10.69 0.00 -156 •607 •0.49 -355
T3 -3.18 -7.66 •588 •653 0.00 1.46 -350 0.53 -5.54
T4 -3.79 -156 -3.59 -583 0.00 •509 •056 1.43 -1.73
T5 153 ■0.78 -157 •0.84 0.00 057 6.16 557 -1.10
T6 -4.11 -157 -548 -1.35 0.00 -540 159 •056 •659
T7 -1.82 -1.58 -3.48 -569 0.00 •574 •0.68 -152 •8.05
T8 •0.89 -3.61 -353 -4.09 0.00 -549 •053 -154 -7.63
T9 -1.67 -3.63 •4.73 -5.17 0.00 -158 0.13 •0.61 -7.56
TIO -3.68 -5.00 -5.73 -5.90 0.00 •510 -1.17 -1.40 •859
T il -4.14 -5.74 •651 •6.51 0.00 -500 -1.74 -351 •8.50
T12 -4.66 •6.53 -7.05 -755 0.00 -159 -154 •3.44 -9.03
T13 -3.79 •8.01 •851 •563 0.00 -1.44 -358 -3.79 •9.89
T14 -755 •9.55 •955 -10.05 0.00 -153 •3.77 -3.13 -1055
T15 •858 -10.79 -11.04 -11.13 0.00 •0.63 -351 -354 -11.70
Total -55.83 -74.73 •94.53 •93.88 0.00 -36.73 -3158 -11.63 -106.10
Avenge -3.73 •458 •650 •656 0.00 -1.78 -1.47 -0.78 -7.07
Statistical analysis (Table 23-2) showed that there were significant differences 
between age error classes and between terms although the average errors were very small. 
Wildlife habitat spedfies a minimum area of potential preferred habitat that a forest must 
provide for specffic wildlife species. Age classes can have influence on the distribution of
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forest types which lead to the dififerent wildlife habitat areas. Table 23-1 shows Sb- 
Lowland, CISB3 unit had a small change with age error as the habitat unit counted Sb- 
related forest area which is 3% of total management unit area. On the other hand, some 
wildlife habitats require upper age limits. In that case, age change must have a large 
influence on the distribution of the wildlife habitat.




D f MS F P-value Fcrit
Rows 492.1241 14 35.15172 9.558751 1.33E-13 1.78105
Cohunns 8S6.9836 8 107.123 29.12977 4.44E-24 2.022091
Error 411.8731 112 3.677438
Total 1760.981 134
Therefore, SFMM has ability to response to the age errors in wildlife habitat area 
and only manipulate the term's value to satisfy the age's influence depending upon actual 
wildlife habitat unit.
4.2.7 NPV E rron (NPVE)
Table 24-1 shows the NPVE over age error classes. All age error reduced NPV in 
order to meet the requirement of the forest management objectives. The errors in NPV 
had weak relationships with age error classes (Table 24-2) by linear regression, but still 
possible to make a predication for the error in the particular study by using polynomial 
trend (Fig 12).
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Table 24-1. Error OildllmtkM of NPV by Terms and Age Clama
Error (%) Distribution of NPV by Planning Terms 
(Age Cases)
Eir_AgB_FRI •20.00 •15.00 •10.00 •5.00 0.00 5.00 10.00 15.00 30.00
NPV 7453 75.01 7350 70.7» 81.82 83.04 77.15 7550 5881
Eir.NPV 5.17 5 5 3 •10.41 •13.48 0.00 0.37 •5.71 -754 -28.13





- — NPVE 
 Poly. (NPVE)
FP>a9333 x:AgoBror y;NR/E
Fig 12. NPVE Conectum Equations
4.2.8 General analysis on age cases
Rg 13 shows that most erroi^ resulted from age errors distributed between 5% 
and -10%. There was a very weak linear relationship between age errors and the 
researched errors of SFMM outputs. The research indicates that only when the age error 
was equal or greater than one age class, that is, 20 years error in FRI, SFMM at^usted its 
various, outputs in response to the age errors.
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Fig 13. Comparisons ofenois among various age enor cases.
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4.3 Stocking Error Cases
4J.1 Total Forest Area Error by Forest Units (TFAE)
Table 25 shows that most of the enrors produced in total forest area are positive as 
the sign does not change with cases or terms. The greatest error range was only 2%, 
which was much less than the 40% of error range in stocking. Statistical analysis 
indicated no significant error dif&rence of total forest area fix>m one stocking error class 
to another and from one planning term to another (Appendix VI-1). Therefore, observed 
errors ranging fi'om -0.02% to 0.09% might be caused by random Actors during data 
transformation. In long-term forest planning, the error would have no management 
effects.
Tabk 25. Em r Dktriimtioa of Total Fomt Area by Tem i and Stoekiiig Error ClasMs
Error (%) of Stocking Cases
Efr_sto_FRI -20 •15 -10 -5 0 5 10 15 20
Tl 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
T2 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.13 0.00 0.12 0.16
T3 0.03 0.02 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.01 0.00 0.00
T4 0.05 0.02 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.05 0.02 0.02 0.00
T5 0.05 0.03 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.10 0.06 0.03 0.01
16 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.13 0.07 0.01 0.00
T7 0.04 0.03 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.09 0.06 0.01 0.00
T8 0.03 0.02 0.05 0.02 0.00 0.12 0.06 0.01 0.04
T9 0.02 0.01 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.07 0.04 0.00 -0.02
TIO 0.04 0.01 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.04 0.03 0.00 -0.02
T il 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.02 0.00 -0.01
T12 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.00 -0.01
T13 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.00 -0.02 0.01 -0.01 -0.01
T14 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.00 -0.01 0.00 -0.01 -0.02
T15 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.01 -0.02
T ie 0.04 0.09 0.13 0.06 0.00 -0.19 -0.15 -0.06 0.04
Total 0.44 0.34 0.44 0.10 0.00 0.56 0.25 0.11 0.15
Average 0.03 0.02 0.03 0.01 0.00 0.04 0.02 0.01 0.01
The errors mentioned here were computed by weightec area averaging, which
might mask the error differences among forest units or planning terms. With changes in
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stocking, SFMM must adjust the area distribution by terms to satisfy the management 
objectives, such as harvesting sustainability.
Stocking errors cannot be transformed into Total Forest Area in SFMM. Although 
there are some errors existing in Total Forest Area in SFMM, the errors are not 
significant firom the viewpoint of either forest management planning or statistics.
There were large errors of Total Forest Areas between different forest units 
caused by the specific definition of forest units used in this study.
4.3.2 Harvested Volume Error (HVE)
With a constraint of sustained harvest volume, the errors of harvested volume 
changed little over terms or time for individual cases (Fig 14A) due to changes of 
stocking. Fig 14B and Table 26 (Appendix VI) show a strong proportional relationship 
between stocking errors and the errors of harvested volume. Error ranges decreased fi’om 
±5% to i20%  class and averaged 4.8% (Refer to Table 26). The newly introduced errors 
by SFMM varied with stocking error, ranged from 5.97% (stocking error -  error of 
harvested volume) to -1.74%, and averaged 2.6%.
In order to check the deviation of errors of harvested volume, a fiutor analysis 
was done (Appendix VI-1). The result indicated a significant difference between different 
terms, and between stocking error classes. This confirmed that the error differences of 
harvested volume caused by stocking errors were not random.
The average errors of Harvested Volume by error classes showed a strong linear 
relationship. Using r%ression analysis, a predicative model was developed (Appendix VI 
-2). The result from the regression suggested a very good model with a regression 
coefficient r of 0.977654, and provided the possibility for the user to adjust the errors of
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harvested volume in using SFMM. This result was expected as a change in stocking was 
used directly to modify the yield table.
Therefore, SFMM transformed stocki% errors to the harvested volume by the 
same sign and high percentage. The error variance of harvested volume by terms was 
small and can be ignored in practical forest management planning. It was possible to 
adjust the harvested volume by the regression method if necessary.
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4 J  J  Stumpage Revenue Error
Table 27 (Appendix VI), Fig ISA, and Fig I SB show the (hstribution of errors of 
stumpage revenue by term and stockh% error class. The errors had same signs as stocking 
errors. Compared with the stocking errors, the errors were matched very well on the 
negative side but a bit large on the positive side. Fig I SB shows the same trend for the 
average error and with a great discrepancy on the positive side. These could mean that 
there were no new errors produced in SFMM running for the negative side and some new 
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Error ranges by term were from 2.56% to 5.28% and averaged to 4.22. The range of 
the errors by term is 2.65%, which indicates there is no significant variance by terms in 
different stocking error case. Statistical anafysis (Appendix VI-1) indicated that the 
difference among different terms was insignificant. Therefore, the difference can be 
ignored in SFMM application. Compared with term errors, cases average errors were 
significantly different from case to case.
The new errors produced in SFMM (Stocking error -  Stumpage Error) varied 
from -1.57% to 3.86% and average to 1.93%. Compared with the stocking errors, the 
new errors were very low and could be ignored for a long term forest management 
planning. The error changes fivm one stocking error class to another were very large, 
which suggested a need of adjustment in real forest management planning. The 
regression equations presented in Appendix VI-2 can be applied to make an adjustment 
for stumpage revenue errors (Further instruction on the use of the Appendix VI-2 will be 
discussed in the following section of the thesis).
As stumpage was derived directly from harvested volume, a close relationship 
was expected. The variations finm term to term were caused by SFMM*s allocating 
different species to meet the management objectives.
SFMM inherited the errors of stocking, and transformed it into stumpage revenue with 
nearly same rate as the original value. Newly produced error averaged to 1.93%.
4 J.4 Silviculture Expenditure Errors
Table 28 shows the error variance of silvicuture expenditure with terms and error 
classes of stocking. From Fig 16A and Fig 16B, the following conclusions were reached.
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(I) Given each error class of stocking errors of silviculture expenditure have little 
variance with planning terms, although there are some exceptions such as term 2 and 
term 8-10. This result was expected as equal renewal costs and seedling requiring was 
defined in the silviculture objective screen. This could hide the cost difference caused 
by forest unit changes that SFMM made to keep harvested volume stable by terms. 
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Fig 16b. Silviculture Expenditure Error by Slacking Error classes
(2) The error ranges of classes vary. For example, error class 15% has the largest range 
of 24.48%, but on the other hand, error class -15% gained the smallest range of
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5.07%. The large variance of ranges was expected as SFMM adjusted the term 
distribution of alvicuture costs to respond to the stocking change.
(3) The average errors by stocking error class were close to the values of corresponding 
stocking error values but a bit lower. The new errors produced in SFMM varied from 
-3.02% to 2.03% and averaged 2.17% that was close to the value of stumpage 
revenue’s case. This means that silviculture expediture errors had close co­
relationships with stocking errors (See also Appendix Vl-2).
(4) A statistical analyris (Appendix Vl-l)showed that there were rignificant differences 
between terms, and between stocking error classes.
(5) A stong linear relationship between stocking error and silviculture expenditure error 
suggested that it was possible to predicate and adjust the errors in SFMM. The 
regresrion results are presented in Appendix Vl-2.
SFMM transfr)rmed stocking errors to silviculture expenditure. Newly produced 
errors by SFMM averted 2.17% above the stocking error line.
4.3.5 Shannon Weiner Index and Wildlife Habitat Area Erron
Table 29 (Appendix VI) shows the error distribution by terms and stocking error 
classes. Generally, there was no universal pattern that could be used to describe the error 
characteristic in a given term. Compared by different error classes, the error of Shannon 
Weiner Index was uniform on the negative side and less uniform for the positive side 
although a general small increasing trend was observed from ±5% to ±20%.
Compared with stocking errors, the maximum was only 0.39% and at the same 
time, the error range in a given term was very low too.
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Statistical analysis (Appendbc VI-1) indicated a significant difference between 
stocking error classes, and between terms. Fortunately, the whole errors were not large 
enough to compare to the values of stocking error classes (Fig 17). Shannon-Wiener 
index is only related with the forest type and age classes or wildlife habitat unit to which 
a forest belongs. Stocking change has no influence on the above aspects. These small 
changes may be caused by the natural succession and silvicuture resulted fi’om stocking 
change.
This suggests that SFMM did not transform the stocking errors to Shannon Weiner 
Index.
Errors of Shannon Wainor Index by Stocking Error Class
• Staking Efrar(%)
•Slam on WMar Indn 
Eirms(»)
E m rC taM S
Fig 17. The enor of Shannon Weiner Index by Stocking Error Classes
Fig 18 indicates that there were no relationships between the errors of wildlife 
habitat area and stocking errors too, similar to the Shannon Weiner bidex. Although the 
errors presemed in Table 30 (Appendix VI) were a bit larger those in Table 29, the 
statistic analysis (Appendix VI-1) indicated significant difference between terms, and
89
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between stocking error classes. Similar to the Shannon Weiner hidex, the whole errors in 
the item were small and can be ignored in practical forest management planning without 
any problems for future forest management.
4J.6 Net Present Value (NPV) Errors
Fig 19 shows that errors of NPV in different stocking error classes are comparable 
to the stocking errors. Generally the errors are larger than stocking error, which means 
that SFMM could amplify the stocking error and transform them to NVP.
The newly produced errors in NPV vary from 6.01% to 0.55% (Table 31), positive 
deviations were expected depending on different stocking errors. Appendix VI-2 presents 
the adjustment regression equation.
Table 31 floaKial Suunaiy Erron in SIMM.
Sto_Err_FRI •20 -15 •10 •5 0 5 10 15 20
Stu_R«i_Er
r
•21.66 •1443 •0.72 •420 OOO 8.77 1560 19.14 2207
SI.Exp.Eir •21.81 •1507 -1078 •357 OCO 036 1518 19.81 2268
HarjCocIs •«25 -596 048 012 OOO 579 1.67 7.71 8.32
RcnjCom -1354 •532 •546 •087 OOO -10.11 •252 2084 •597
NPV •2801 •1528 •11.60 •556 050 9.43 1530 2151 25.67
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Error Distribution off NPV by Stocidng Errors
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Fig 19. Enor dismlmtionofNPV by Slocking Enor
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4.4 Combination cases 
4.4.1 Total Forest Area Error
Table 32 summarises the error distribution of the total forest area by planning terms and 
by error classes.
Table 32. Error Diatribatk» of Total Forest Area by P ia u la s  T en u  (Area Wcighted Average)
Error DistribuUon of Total Forest Area
Cojor.FR •20% •15% •10% •6% 0 5% 10% 15% 20%
Tl 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
T2 034 020 071 073 0 1.18 267 288 -49
T3 1.43 1 0.75 094 0 039 1.36 185 •238
T4 093 096 0.37 03 0 081 1.12 214 •3.08
T5 223 097 033 02 0 0.15 08 098 -4.46
Te 1.30 12 044 OOO 0 091 123 218 -441
T7 27 07 031 022 0 033 012 057 -408
T8 029 041 018 034 0 012 008 032 •358
TO 014 02B 028 051 0 027 022 041 -458
TIO o i 027 025 0.47 0 013 017 033 -458
Til 034 038 0.41 0.58 0 007 014 03 -486
T12 036 057 0.46 088 0 008 0.05 021 •447
T13 023 053 051 07 0 005 058 02 •437
T14 03 078 078 098 0 003 0.04 02 -4.14
T15 067 1.18 1.19 1.4 0 004 008 028 •057
Tie 001 1.47 1.42 1.86 0 0.01 012 034 •047
ToM 1241 1094 835 9.78 0 458 852 13i18 •81.02
Avaraot oao 078 0.8 07 0 033 057 004 -438
In order to find the significance of the difference between the error classes of the 
combination of the errors of %e, hdght, and stocking in FRI, a statistical analysis was 
applied (Appendix VII-1-1, and Appendix VII-1-2 where case 20% was excluded from 
for simplifying the analysis). The results showed that the terms and error classes had 
effects on the errors of total forest area by forest units. By included or excluded case 
20%, statistical anafysis showed similar results, which suggest that large errors in case 
20% were not causal but from the compound effect of stock and age error.
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Compared whh age errors and stock errors applied in the study, the TFAE were 
very small and had no significant effects on forest management planning as the errors 
came from the sum of TFAE of forest units.
Therefore, in the application of SFMM, we can ignore TFAE.
4.4J1 Harvested Volume Error
Td)le 33-1 shows a strong proportional relationship between combination errors 
of FRI and errors of harvested volume in SFMM.
Tabk 33-1. Error OiitrttNrtiM of HarveUcdVohnueia SIMM by PfaUMiog Terms
Emr (%) DMribulian of HamsM Vtahnw
COjvr.FR
1
-20% •15% •10% -5% 0 5% 10% 15% 20%
Tl •2258 •20.74 -123 -832 0 10.11 1254 11.56 •7.83
T2 •2286 •20.89 •128 -200 0 9i25 1284 11.75 •73
T3 •2217 •2285 •1238 -284 0 943 1275 11.98 •278
T4 •2289 •20.8 •1215 -258 0 9.82 1287 12.18 -229
T5 •2259 •2255 •1492 -632 0 9.81 1299 12.41 •281
T8 •2227 •225 •1488 -204 0 10.02 1211 1285 -231
T7 •2196 •2244 •1442 -475 0 103 1835 129 -4.79
T8 •21.8 •2038 •1414 -444 0 10.42 1241 1218 -434
T9 •21.15 •21.17 •1481 -217 0 289 1283 1204 •79
Tie •227 •21.89 •1248 -283 0 1.41 1284 917 -288
Til •2288 •21.88 •1448 -408 0 •233 1451 1054 -4.49
T12 •2599 •2283 •1215 -297 0 •1.89 1296 1238 •251
T13 •2284 •22.41 •1287 -243 0 0.45 18.71 1251 335
T14 •2245 •24.76 •1275 -8.48 0 942 1409 17.82 467
T15 •2271 •2484 •17.14 -8.75 0 448 1213 203 8.43
Tow -364.31 -3221 -227.22 -8784 0 87.37 237.43 198.04 -6213
Avaiagi •2282 •21.87 •1215 -288 0 282 1283 133 •248
To survey the difference between planning terms, two-Actor statistical analysis 
was carried out. The results showed that there was no significant difference between 
different planning terms but large significant differences between cases (The results are 
presented in Appendix VH-2-1).
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Ahhough there was no significant difference between terms, for each error class, 
the error does increase, with an error range of 16.23% in the larger error classes and 
33.27% in the smaller error classes. There was no uniform pattern to describe the ranges.
Generally, it seems that average of each case was very close to the corresponding 
error in combination but a bit higher. If we drop out case 30%, the newly produced error 
(currem error minus the corresponding combination error, see species cases) averaged to 
2.3%. This tells us the error produced by SFMM might be around 2.3% because of the 
error combination of height, stock and age.
A strong relationship between error classes of FRI and harvested volume errors 
were observed and generally indicated an evident linear relationship on the negative side. 
However there was no that kind of evident linear relationship on the positive side. This 
relationship seems to corresponds to the species composition cases.
Table 33-2. Regression Summary of Harvested Volume Errors in SFMM (Excluding case 20%).
RtgmtÊonsmÊea
MuMpleR 0983333







df SS MS F sgnUMnea
F
Ragrenion 8 1572888 1925821 1725117 0008











Bala Louar Bound Uppar
Bound
1 872 1.083 905 452 •2522 1.770
I 1 Eirdaaa 1 1324 1 .082 983 12248 000 998 1.460
* Oapmdnt VUiWilK Eirer or HsivmM  Vakm in SFMM
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Negative FRI errors generally cause negative and somewhat higher (absolute 
value) errors of harvested volume in SFMM, and positive FRI errors, positive errors but a 
bit lower. A regression equation was found for harvested volume with combination 
errors (Table 33-2 excluding case 20% and vn-2-2 excluding case 20%).
The table above shows that the regression relationship is very significant 
(F>»Fa) and the regression coefficient (R) is 0.983, a good indicator of close 
relationship and efficiency of the equation used to adjust the deviation of harvested 
volume.
4.4.3 Stumpage Reveuue Error
Table 34 shows the errors of stumpage revenue by terms. It suggests that the error 
rates in SFMM were roughly the same as FRI errors. Take case -20% as an example, we 
can find that the average error of terms was -26.42%, a difference of 6.42% fi'om 
corresponding case error. The second class 15%, a difference of 5.53%, the third and 
fourth class 10% and 8.07%, only a 3.69% of difference. Compared with the negative 
side, the other side is a bit different. The errors for class 5% and 10% were nearly same 
as FRI’s errors, which suggests that the secondary error produced in SFMM was not high, 
and the errors came mainly firom FRI errors. Case 15% had lower error. Unfortunately, 
the case 20%, showed very different results. This case, as mentioned before, must involve 
some specific reason and very unique, which might suggest a further research needed.
Compared with different terms by case, the error ranged of firom -20% error class 
to 20% of FRI are presented in the following table (Table 35). From the table, we know 
that the average of range was about 11.73%. We can also find that most ranges are very
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close 11.73%, which suggested a similar trend existed in each term between different
cases.
Table 34 Error DiitrilMtfM of StuqMfe HevcMw hi SFMM by Tcma.
Enor (%) CMribulion of Shanpioo RflMnuo
Cojm_FR
1
•20% -19% -10% 3% 0 9% 10% 19% 20%
Tl •224B -19.88 -1212 •278 0 489 844 7.14 -7.85
T2 •2433 -1782 -1488 3,01 0 7,21 1271 1838 -7.08
T3 •248 -1892 -1274 385 0 298 1882 7.79 -821
T4 •23.81 •1844 •1498 351 0 808 1237 8.58 -7.37
TS •2209 -175 -1423 378 0 835 1294 1818 -7.19
T8 -22.84 -1755 -1425 324 0 855 1218 981 344
T7 -2284 -179 -1488 338 0 752 1491 1223 353
TB -2483 -17.5 -1417 382 0 792 1243 11.15 331
T9 •2248 -2058 •17.7 357 0 7.18 1215 1241 •284
TIG -2288 -2282 -2098 -11.38 0 885 1488 1289 315
Til -2808 -27.88 -2255 -129 0 05 124 1283 24
T12 -324 -2819 -259 -1204 0 873 1878 194 274
T13 3291 -2849 -2253 -1214 0 258 19.49 20.18 7.74
T14 3258 -2832 -2243 -1218 0 32 1239 2874 855
T15 3289 -2552 •2204 -1209 0 43 1231 19.47 755
ToW 39829 32280 -271.01 -13059 0 7851 20897 19857 31.75
Avitaoo -2842 -2153 -1857 389 0 222 1288 1228 -212
Within each class, the lowest errors generally speared before mid-term on the 
negative side. From term one to term IS, errors increased generally to some extent 
depending on classes.
Tabk 35. Paacripdve Statktk of Siaaipage Errors (%) by Error Clawaa.
N Rangt MMmum Mmdmum Mtan
-20% 18 1894 3298 -2284 -284200
-19% 15 1828 -15.04 378 3.8927
-10% 15 11.99 -29.19 -1790 -21.5280
3% 18 11.03 -2890 -1417 -18.0880
0 IS to 50 50 .0000
5% 15 7.19 .73 7.92 59200
10% 15 1805 944 1949 128863






1898 391 858 -21193
Two Actor analysis (Appendix VH-3-1) showed that there is no significant 
difference between terms but a significant difference between cases. Generally, average 
6% of newly produced error fi’om the corresponding case error was derived, hi other
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words, SFMM not onfy inherited combination error values from cases but also added 
extra 6% (approximate^) to the stumpage revenue. It is possible to correct the error 
because of a strong linear relationship between the errors with combination errors.
Therefore, the important conclusions are SFMM inherits all of the errors &om 
FRI and adds another 6% to Stumpage Errors, which errors have same signs as FRI 
errors. Within every FRI error class, the stumpage error increases from low terms to 
higher terms and increment varies from 7.19 to 13.6. It is possible to adjust the stumpage 
error by using linear equation developed in the research (see Appendix Vn-3-2).
4.4.4 Silviculture Expcudhure Error
Table 36 shows a trend different from the stumpage revenue. Except for the case 
20%, the other cases produced silviculture expenditure errors, same signs as case errors. 
It seems that SFMM inherited the errors of FRI and transmitted them to silviculture 
«q)enditure with a bit reduction for negative end and but with a bit increasing for the 
positive side without taking consideration of case 15% and 20%. If we compute the error 
deviation from FRI error class and get an absolute value of accumulated error equal to 
15.44 (|20-18.44i+|15-15.99(+|10-9.07I+|5-3.01|+|5-5.99|+|10-l2.751+|l5-7.67|) or 1.93% 
of average error. This means that error transmission is very precise and little secondary 
error produced in the SFMM application.
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Table 36. Error DfalrtiMdn of Stttviodbure Eipoidttare is  SIMM by ten u  (Spcciei Coaipodtini 
Cam)
Error OMfbuHon of Sificulin Eitpandlun
Cojwr.FR
1
30% -15% -10% •5% 0 5% 10% 15% 20%
T1 -1705 -181 -11.15 008 0 1186 1811 437 -1022
T2 •22M -178B -1024 •626 0 446 1272 806 -1464
T3 •163B -1367 -1287 •636 0 986 628 447 -1002
T4 -laSB -12.15 -727 002 0 6.51 1367 1081 •683
T5 •1302 -1383 •811 •077 0 637 1462 902 -705
T6 -17.18 -1438 •6.68 -251 0 78 10.41 27.46 123
T7 -1707 -163 6.75 1879 0 2886 2684 27.05 118
T8 -17.33 -10.76 •6 -22 0 887 702 6.14 -868
TO -1182 -1528 •831 •382 0 437 627 -185 -26.73
TIG -2525 -1402 -1032 -1528 0 1.88 602 -212 -3007
Til -1886 -125 -121 -412 0 -1.52 102 886 •886
T12 -1864 •19.73 -11.88 •526 0 -124 1364 1064 -385
T13 -20.33 -16.86 -10.7 •307 0 •041 1851 1261 0.46
T14 2386 -2036 -1236 •878 0 •012 1016 1378 2
T15 -2351 -1683 -1206 •886 0 327 787 1486 436
ToW -27855 -23681 -1381 -452 0 86.62 161.24 114.96 •6366
Avaraet -16.44 -1586 •6.07 •301 0 896 1275 7.87 •828
Within a given error class, the silviculture Expenditure Errors vary from lower 
terms to higher terms too for most of researched cases. Unfortunately there are some 
exception occurred in some cases such as case 10% and case 15%. Being compared with 
stumpage revenue, the error ranges seem wider (see Table 37), the mean value of ranges 
is 27.09 and two times of the average range of stumpage revenue errors.
Statistic analysis results (see Appendix Vn-4-1) shows there are significant 
statistical differences between different terms and cases.
The general conclusion is that SFMM transmits FRI error to Silviculture 
Expenditure precisely although the range of error existing in each term seems to be big. 
The regression equation in Appendix VII-3-1 can provide a mean of adjustment of error 
even if the error produced in SFMM is very small.
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Tabic RaagH of Sifvkahwc Eipcadhuc Error
Cases •20% -15% •10% 5% 0 5% 10% 15% 20%
RaogB(%) 13.43 9.63 21.62 31.07 0 28.21 21.67 48.69 42.37
4.4,5 Shannon Weiner Index Error
From Table 38, it is easy to find that the errors have reverse signs and very small 
values compared to the corresponding case errors. The error ranges of cases varied fi’om 
case to case among 1,24 -  9.74%. These indicate small influence on the index from 
changes of term and combination errors compared with the error values of combination 
cases. The smaller error corresponding to large error classes is not casual, but indicates 
larger influence fix)m the larger error classes than from the smaller error classes. This 
WWbwiMMÉiiintftllhb «WfclWWidhgHMlHm Error by T erm  Im SIMM
Eirer(%) OWributton of Shimon Wiftwr Indn
Co_irr_FR
1
20% •19% -10% •9% 0 9% 10% 19% 20%
T1 G.92 G.1 038 1.06 0 083 ■005 03 232
T2 •063 -247 -1.01 •0.12 0 4)51 0.05 -1.89 -357
T3 •094 031 •0.35 •016 0 •0.97 -1.72 •338 -374
T4 082 1.73 09 034 0 •0.07 •043 -1.85 •676
T5 G.1 1.G4 1.15 0.44 0 •303 283 -645 -7.42
T6 327 299 1.67 094 0 •086 •091 -385 •4l79
T7 1.36 24 0.43 0.97 0 -044 •007 -244 •402
T8 •016 15 016 041 0 -1.08 -1.1 -335 •497
T9 05 1.34 074 091 0 •09 086 -31 •45
TIG 093 136 061 133 0 •085 079 -305 ■423
Til 076 1.6 068 093 0 •028 •023 -22 •372
T12 009 1.16 036 061 0 •033 031 -206 •373
T13 •Oil 096 015 044 0 •038 032 -195 •386
T14 006 096 014 0.44 0 •025 008 -1.54 •34
T1S •G.14 06 •003 027 0 •026 0.17 -129 -359
Tom 664 15.4 639 9.03 0 -038 -628 -37.87 •6679
Avngi 043 G36 04 056 0 •058 058 -237 •367
Rmgi 4.21 5.06 2.88 1.24 0 3.86 2.8 6.75 9.74
Appendix VII-S-1 shows there is significant difference between various terms and 
between cases. This result suggested a smaller but close relationship between the errors
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of the index and combination errors. In age and stock case sections, significant 
differences between cases but not tenns had been derived firom the study. The significant 
differences both between terms and between cases for this section are reasonable.
The average of each class of error doea not show & trend with case error although 
the statistical analysis presented a very significant difference. For this reason, like species 
composition, it is not possible and practical to develop an adjustment equation. All of the 
errors in Shannon Weiner Index could be neglected in forest management and except for 
biodiversity.
Shannon Weiner Index is. sensitive to the combination cases of age, height and 
stock but at a very small change
4.4.6 Net Present Value (NPV) Error
Table 39. Erron of Fioaiicial Siuuuury by Error Clan
Finances Errors (%) Distribution of Financia Summary
•20% -15% -10% •5% 0 5% 10% 15% 20%
St_Rmmut •17.86 -1230 •6.46 1.43 600 7.94 1436 20.46 17.48
Sa.EiemdNurt -1607 -1387 -7.86 237 600 7.40 1642 21.02 17.46
HarjCaM 28.76 2676 3436 37.44 600 3131 4236 5623 2204
Ranjnats •86.82 -4430 -1606 -1628 600 -3691 •638 -638 614
NPV -2678 -17.52 -1661 •646 600 611 6.08 14.34 1686
STJRevenue: Stumpage Revenue/ Sil_Expendituie: Sitvicultuie Expembtuie 
Har_costs: Harvesting costs/ Renjcoms: Renewal costs.
Table 39 shows the errors of final financial summary items in the combination 
cases. The stumpage revenue and silviculture expenditure have been discussed before of 
this section and no further discussion will be offered here. Renewal costs had a very great 
range of errors between different cases. From the negative side we can observed that that 
errors are 3 to 5 times of case errors, but the other side shows a very random error 
distribution. On the other hand, it consists o f only a very small part of financial summary, 
and fisr this reason, will not discussed too much.
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Net Present Value has a uniform changing pattern. Generally, newly produced 
error by SFMM had an average value of about -2.76%. This means SFMM has a very 
good predication to the Net Present Value, which must benefit from the defining of 
choice Greatest Net Present Value when SFMM was running.
It is reasonable and possible to develop a predicative equation for NPV. The 
Appendix VII-6-1 shows the results of regression analysis of NPV. The equation 
developed has very good correlation coefficient with significantly linear relationship and 
can be used in adjust the NPV in practical forest management planning.
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4.5 General Discussion
4JSA Total Forest A m  Errors
From Table 40 (Appendix Vm) and Fig 20, we know that the total forest area 
errors had no significant co-relationship with the errors of survey factors except for 
species cases. The detailed reasons for each have been discussed (see section 4.0). The 
avenge errors of the total forest area by different survey factor in a given class varied 
with classes, generally, from 0.31% to 3.1% (excluding species cases). The range of the 
error was only 2.79%, suggesting a little change of errors with survey factor. On the other 
hand, the error values were very low. Statistical analysis (Table 41) indicated that there 
were no significant differences between different survey factors, and between different 
error classes.
Total  F o r e s t  Area Error  and  Survey 
F a c t o r  Errors
5 0 .0 0
4 0 .0 0






-3 0 .00  
-4 0 .00




1 7 4 7 # 9 IQ 11 ■ Ml Combination Caaoa
■ #  Avorago (Excludo
Spocloa)
► — Sorloo7
Error C la sses
Fig 20. total finest area enor by sm v^ âctor enois
Therefore the errors in Table 40 are attributed to random errors, and can be 
ignored to practical forest management planning. The conclusion is reasomfole for 
practical forest management planning.
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TaMe41TwoFKtorAulyrii of Total Forai Area Error (row: airvejrfadon,coloaui: error caaa) 
ANOVA
Source ofSS  
Vàmofi
Of MS F P-value Fcrit
Rows 3.322908 2 1.661454 0.969931 0.403185 3.73889
Columns 2.860967 7 0.360138 0.221919 0.973623 2.764196
Errors 23.98145511
Total 29.96533 23
4.5.2. Harvested Volume Errors
Fig 21 and Table 42 indicated a strong linear relationship among error classes, 
combination cases and stock cases, although age cases did not have this kind of 
relationship. Species cases had very difiFerent characteristics as discussed (section 4.1). 
Combination cases showed a trend similar to stock cases. This explained that stock errors 
played an important part in the error of the combination cases.
Harvostod Volume Errors by Survey Factors
100
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Error C lasto t









Fig 21 Errors of Harvested Vdunie by Survey FaâOfs
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Statistical analysis (Appendix vm . Table 43) indicated no significant diffisrence 
by different survey fiictors, but a significant difference between error cases. The variance 
of stock cases and combination cases were very close to each other. The age case seems 
to have very different variance but the statistical analysis indicated no difference. A 
correlation analysis (Table 44) and a covariance analysis (Table 45) were applied to 
analyze the ctifference of harvested volume error between survey fiictors. Both of them 
indicated that age case had less relationship with combination cases, and stock cases are 
more related with conAination case. This also confirms that age had less effect on the 
harvested volume error. The errors of the combination cases combining with age, 
stocking and height, mainly resulted fiom stock because my preliminary research showed 
that height has no effect on outputs of SFMM.
Therefore, compared with stocking and combination cases, age had less effect on 
the harvested volume errors although different age error might produce different 
harvested volume errors. Stocking had the large influence on the harvested volume.
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TaMe 44 CondatiM Aulyib
________ R ow l*  R aw 2 Row 3
Rowl 1
Row 2 -0.19189 1
Row 3 0.284583 0.871971 1
*Row 1 stands ^  harvested volume enon of the age cases; row 2 stands for the haivesied volume enois 
of stocking cases; and Row 3 stands fiir the harvested volume errors of combination cases.
Table 45. Covariance
R ow l*  Row 2 Row 3
Row 1 59.61838
Row 2 -25.6989 300.8181
Row 3 33.32008 229.3343 229.9481
* see also Table 44's note.
4.5.3 Stumpage Revenue Enron
Table 46 (Appendix Vm) shows a very complicated error distribution. The 
species introduced stumpage revenue not only greater error values but also various signs 
of error. Age introduced less error to stumpage revenue than the others did. The average 
errors of stumpage revenue caused by stocking error were larger than the error class 
values of stocking. Combination cases caused large errors to stumpage revenue than a 
corresponding stocking error with an exception of case 20. Compared with the other 
survey factors, age can had a complex effect on the combination cases, and caused the 
error elevations and reduction for case 20.
Fig 22 shows various errors among different error classes and survey Actors. Age 
cases had a very different error distribution than the stocking and combmation cases. The 
stocking and combination cases caused very similar error distribution of stump%e 
revenue similar to harvested volume errors.
Statistical analysis (Appendix Vm Table 47, Table 48-1 and Table 48-2) 
indicated that there were significant difference between error classes (columns) and no
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significant differences between survey Actors (rows). This was similar to the harvested 
volume error.
Fig 22. Stumpage Revenue Enofs by SntvqrFadon
S t u m p a g e  R e v e n u e  Er r or s  b y  S u r v e y  






Error C !* * # # #
- E r r o r  C l o t *  
V a l u o
-Spccix C**e« 
' A g a  C a a a a  
' S l o c k  C a a a a
C o m  b i n a l i o n  
C a a a a
' A v a r a g a
(Eacluda
S p a e i a a )
Table 48-1 Correlation between Error Classes
Rowl* Row2 Row3
Rowl 1
Row 2 -0.06304 1
Row 3 0.385486 0.883308 1
* Refer to Table 44's note
Table 48-2 Covariance between Error Clanea
Rowl* Row 2 Row3
Rowl 46.62445
Row 2 -6.53901 230.7777
Row 3 38.85298 198.0697 217.8804
* see Table 44's note
In conclusion, the age had little effect on stumpage revenue error. Stocking and 
combination cases had similar trends each other but combination introduced more errors 
than stocking cases did, which may have been caused by the age's additive effect. 
Generally, the average errors by survey fiictors were very close to error class value for the 
negative side of error classes, but were lower for the positive side of error classes.
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4JSA Silviciilture Eipcnditure Enron
Fig 23 shows that the age case had less effect on silviculture expenditures for 
classes -15% to 15%. B^ond that range, age cases had large minus errors of silviculture 
expenditures, the same trends as shown by the stocking cases and combination cases. 
This helps to explain wly age case had less effect on many items of output errors of 
SFMM. The errors might overpass -20% to +20%. Just as age case, after error class 8 
(15% error), the stocking case showed a discrepancy from the error class line and greater 
negative errors, which was similar to age cases. Stocking cases had a veiy similar pattern 
as the combination case. This can be observed in Table 49 (Appendix Vm).
Si lvicul ture Expendi t ure  Errors by Survey
Fact ors
' E r r o r  Cl o««o«
' S p o e i o *  Cm###
'Agm C«#m#
' S l o c k  Cm### 
' C o m b i n m l l o n  Cm#m#
‘ A»mrmgm_____________
E rro r C la s to o
Fig 23. Silvicttlture Expenditure Enois by Survey Factors
Table 50 (Appendix VIII) indicated that there was no significant difference at the
95% of confidence level, but a significant difference between error classes at 85% of






Row 3 0.219761 0.796118 1
* See Table 44’s note
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fo a word, sQvicuhure expenditure errors are slightly different between different 
error classes and survey fiictors, depending on how much the original error is. On the 
contrary, the average errors by surv^ fiictors are much lower than error class values 
exception for case 20 (a difference of 3% to 7%).
4SS  Shannon Weiner hides Errors
Table 52 shows the errors of Shannon Weinw Index. Species error had a great 
influence on the Shannon Weiner Index except for the positive errors of species. On the 
contrary, age, stock and combinations have a little influence on the Shannon Index Error.
TabkS2 Shaaw» Weiner bdes Error by SarvejrFacton and Error Oaiics
Shannon W einer Index Eiror (%)
Error Class -30 -20 -15 -10 5 0 5 10 15 20 30
Species -11.1 -15.3 -17.9 0 1.29 0.59 2.36
Age -3.72 -4.98 -6.3 -6.26 0 -1.78 -1.47 -0.78 -7.07
Stock -0.45 -0.34 -0.49 -0.47 0 2.91 1.42 1.39 0.88
Combine -0.43 -0.96 -0.40 •0.56 0.00 0.58 0.58 2.37 3.68
Stocking, age, and combination cases has no effects on the Shannon Weiner Index 
change. The species case had a greater influence on the Shannon Index.
4J.6 NPV errors
Table 53 shows the errors of NPV by survey fiictors. Generally, the average errors 
by survey fiwAors seemed to close to the error classes for negative errors but were a bit 
higher. The positive errors are smaller. Statistical analysis (Table 54) indicates slight 
difference between survey fiictors and error classes.
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TaMeS3 NetPremt Vihe E m n  (%) by Sarvqr Facton aad Error Oanes
NPV Error (%)
Error Class •30 -20 -15 -10 -5 0 5 10 15 20 30
Species 105.9 85.36 87.84 0 33.51 16.26 -3.56
Age -9.17 -8.33 -10.4 -13.5 0 0.27 -5.71 -7.24 -28.1
Stock -26 -16.3 -11.7 -9.67 0 9.43 16.39 21.81 25.67
Combine -26.8 -17.5 -16.8 -5.46 0 5.11 8.06 14.34 16.59
Total » -62 -42.1 -38.9 -28.6 0 14.81 18.74 28.91 14.14
Average -20.7 -14 -13 -9.54 0 4.937 6.247 9.637 4.713
Species errors increased NPV errors and caused positive errors for both ndes of 
error classes. Fig 24 shows that species cases had very high errors, and had a very 
dififerent pattern compared with the other survey factors. Age, stocking and combination 
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Fig 24. NPV Errors by Survey Factors and by Error Classes




Of MS F P-value Fcrit
Rows 482.8784 2 241.4392 1.736567 0.207717 2.140951
Columns 2849.5 8 356.1874 2.561902 0.051999 1.803958
Error 2224.519 16 139.0324
Total 5556.897 26
Rows stand for survey Actors, and columns for error classes.
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5.0 Conclusions
The purpose of this research was to determine the effect that various errors of 
information from FRI would have on the accuracy of SFMM outputs and to determine the 
transmission of errors from FRI to SFMM. In the research, comparison, graphical, and 
statistical methods were applied to analyze the error transmission and distribution in 
SFMM outputs.
5.1 About height errors in FRI
Among all of the chosen survey factors: height, stocking, age, species and 
combination of height, age, and stocking, height was the only one which had no effect on 
the SFMM output. Noe cases with various height errors introduced in the basic data file 
showed that SFMM did not change its various outputs based on the height variance. From 
the viewpoint of dynamic forest management, future forest management planning must 
reflect or make response to various changes of forest conditions in which height is an 
very important descriptive factor. Unfortunately, SFMM does not have this sensitivity to
In practical forest management, when deciding how much forest should be 
harvested each year, or how much profit a forest can make each year, one must consider 
height and age as they directly express the productivity of sites, relate to the volume 
harvested, and stump%e revenue. Usually height is considered when yield curves are 
generated or yield tables are selected, however, SFMM is not deseed  to do this. This 
was illustrated in nine cases with different heights and no changes in other fiictors.
In SFMMTOOL, the basic input file fi)rmat required contains some fields to 
describe real fi>rest conditions i.e. height, year, stock, site index, and species composition,
no
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Changing the value of one field should cause SFMMTOOL to generate different outputs 
or SFMM input file. In turn, based on different input files, SFMM should output various 
management planning results corresponding to different heights used. Unfortunately, the 
error test did not show any changes with varying height.
Therefore, SFMM did not respond to the height errors fiom FRI. It is possible that 
the error rates in the data set were not large enough. All of these suggested further 
research needed.
5.2 About age errors in FRI.
As discussed before, the errors of age cases showed very complicated patterns in 
the different outputs from SFMM, depending on the age errors and outputs.
First, SFMM inherited age errors in FRI and transformed them into Total Forest 
Area but shrunk them in the large scale. Although the error difference of the total forest 
area between age cases were significant statistically, it was not necessary to adjust the 
errors because their values were so low that they were of little consequences in large 
scale and long term forest management
Second, age errors had various effects on the errors of harvested volume to some 
degree, depending on the magnitude of the errors and their signs. Only when the errors of 
age surpass 20% were the errors inherited by SFMM and transformed into harvested 
volume. On the other hand, the errors were subjected to changes with different initial 
forest conditions. Fortunately, an age error of 20% is not a common case in FRI and the 
errors of harvested volume can be Ignored if age errors are not beyond +20% or -20%. 
According to the trends indicated by the research, one might expect that the errors of 
more than 20% might reduce harvested volumes by 20%.
I l l
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Thtfd, SFMM transformed the age errors to stumpage revenues but not at the 
same rate as age errors, rather at a lower rate. The stmnpage revenue errors had reverse 
signs to the age errors for the positive errors of age. Stumpage revenue errors had weak 
correlation with n%ative age errors but a strong reverse correlation with the positive age 
errors. Similar to harvested volume case, stumpage revenue errors became more 
important and significant when the errors of age were more than 20%. This could suggest 
that it may be necessary to make an adjustment.
Fourth, silvicultural expenditure errors changed slightly fiom one age error class 
to another between -20% to +20%. But when the age errors were beyond ±20%, the error 
could increase. On the other hand, the error changes from one planning term to another 
were large. Both of the changes had indications of statistical significance but no 
discernable patter was observed.
Fifth, althou^ there were indications of significant differences of Shannon Indec 
Errors between age error classes, the errors were too small and had little influence on the 
long-term forest management or sustainable forest management strat%ies. Therefore, 
SFMM had a weak response to the age error in its Shannon Weiner Index.
Finally, SFMM has a weak ability to modify its financial output items based on 
the age errors, and only manipulate the term's value of various financial outputs to satisfy 
the age's change. This result did not seem to be reasonable, as different age should 
constitute very unique wfldlife habitat environment. Possibly the researched error rates 
imposed in the research were too narrow to cause changes of wildlife habitat area.
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5.3 About Stocking Errors
Compared with age cases, there were more influences detected in SFMM outputs 
produced by stocking errors.
S tocky errors could not be transformed into Total Forest Area in SFMM. 
Although there were some errors existing in total forest area in SFMM, the errors were 
not significant fiom the viewpoint of either forest management planning or statistics, and 
can be attributed as random errors and ignored.
SFMM transformed stocking errors to the harvested volumes with the same sign 
and in large unit. The error variance of harvested volume by planning terms was 
very small and can be ignored in practical forest management planning. It was possible to 
adjust the harvested volume by the regression model developed in the research.
SFMM inherited the errors of stocking and transformed it into stumpage revenue 
with nearly same rate as the stocking error value. It was possible to adjust the stumpage 
errors by using regression equations developed in the research because of linear 
relationship between stocking errors and stumpage revenue errors.
Silviculture expenditure errors were generally higher than stocking errors. Newly 
produced errors by SFMM averaged 2.17%, which made the silviculture expenditure 
error line shift up a bit comparing with the stocking error line.
Similar to the %e cases, the Shannon Wriner Index had no significant 
relationship with stocking errors. The small error detected in the research could be 
attributed to the random reasons.
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As for NPV, newly produced errors in SFMM varied from 6.01% to 0.55%, 
which made NPV line rotated anti-clockwise. Errors could be adjusted by using the 
equation developed in the research.
5.4 About species errors In FRI.
Species compositions had very complicated influences on the outputs of SFMM 
because they can change the forest management planning by the changing constitution of 
forest units and yield curves. influences from species errors were so large, it is 
necessary to develop a feasible method to adjust various errors produced in SFMM 
outputs. Unfortunately, the influences were related to many Actors such as the original 
forest species composition, original area of each forest types, and yield curves used in 
calculating yield. The percentage errors used in the research were not well matched with 
the various output values, thus it was not possible to develop a predicative method.
Generally, SFMM transformed species errors to the objective values at a larger 
rate than corresponding species error. Underestimation of species compositions had 
greater effects than overestimations.
SFMM introduced error in total forest area in response to the species errors in 
FRI. The newly produced error was about 6-9%, and changed with planning terms, which 
could be caused by an area reallocation of forest units.
With management for a stable harvest volume, the errors incurred no error 
deviations from term to term in a given error class, but species errors did cause large 
errors to the harvested volume. The underestimation of species compositions might over­
cut forest and vice versa. Over-cutting can be more than 45% and under-cutting 17% less.
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The errors of species composition can introduce errors into stumpage revenue. 
Underestimation of species could wrongfy increase stumpage revenue by 3-6 times of 
species errors. Overestimation could introduce errors to stumpage revenue, but no 
discernable pattern for the various and minus errors was found.
Species errors introduced errors to the silviculture expenditure planned by 
SFMM. Errors produced by SFMM varied from -10% to -30% and increased from 10% 
to 30%. The results had no discernable pattern.
Underestimation of species compositions could produce errors in Shannon Weiner 
Index equal to the species errors. Overestimation of species, on the other hand, reduced 
the Shannon Index. The change rates decreased from case -30% to case 30%.
The errors of wildlife habitat area had large fluctuations among the researched 
error ranges with no evident pattern.
5.5 About combmation cases
The total forest area did not change with error combinations of height, age, and
stock.
Negative FRI errors generally caused negative and somewhat higher errors (in the 
error absolute values) of harvested volume in SFMM. Positive FRI errors caused a 
positive error but a bit lower than the error class value of combination case.
SFMM inherited all of the errors in the combination cases and added another 5% 
to Stumpage Errors. Errors had the same sign as FRI errors. Within every FRI error class, 
the stumpage error increased from the low terms to higher terms and increment varied 
from 7.19% to 13.6%. It was possible to adjust the stumpage error by using linear 
equation developed in the research.
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SOvicultuie Expenditure errors were about same as the case errors although the 
range of errors in each term seemed to be large. The regression equation in Appendix 
Vn-3-1 could provide a mean of adjustment of error even if the error produced in SFMM 
is very small.
Shannon Weiner Index was not sensitive to the combination cases of age, height 
and stock. Negative errors of FRI caused positive errors of Shannon Weiner Index and 
the vice versa.
Net Present Value has a uniform changing pattern. Generally, the newly produced 
error by SFMM had an average value of about -2.76%. This means SFMM had a very 
good predication to the Net Present Value, which must be caused by the defining of 
Greatest Net Present Value when SFMM was running.
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6.0 Recommendations on SFMM applications
This study of SFMM was the first of its kind and was by no means the most 
opthnal. Very little work has been done to validate SFMM and therefore it is difficult to 
find standardized methodologies in the research. The methodologies dmreloped in this 
research were well matched with the purposes for detecting and checking behaviors of 
FRI errors in SFMM outputs.
SFMM is a very effective tool for forest management planning from the point of 
view that it is easy to learn, understand and use. It is really an accurate model for modem 
forest management. Most of its responses to various errors were precise, sensible, and 
predicative, which means the model could be adjusted in applications to satisfy different 
client's needs. There is still a room to improve the design and performance of SFMM. In 
this section, two categories of recommendations will be offered based on my research. 
The first category is about the error issue and treatment in FRI, and the second category 
is some suggestion related to the operational efficiency of the model.
6.1 Error issues and treatments in FRI
1. Age issue. SFMM has less sensitivity to age errors and change its outputs only when 
the age error is beyond ±20%. The age errors could shift forest area from one age 
class to another in SFMMTOOL, which could incur greater errors in SFMM outputs. 
In the real forest management planning, a survey must be done to find out the error 
rate in FRI, and then an adjustment can be done before using SFMM. It is easier to 
reduce the bias in the forest management planning at this phase than at using SFMM.
2. Stocking issues. Compared with the other survey factors, stocking errors transformed 
more directly into SFMM outputs. For this reason, stocking must be carefully
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interpreted in FRI to control the errors. It is posable that the errors of stocking con» 
from various channels such as interpreting error in cruising, mis-using of stocking 
fixim tables, and inherent errors in the stocking tables. Therefor^ the best way is to 
find the best stocking tables, equipments and cruising to do the FRI survey. This 
might minimize the errors in the SFMM applications. On the other hand, it is possible 
to using regression techniques to modify the SFMM outputs because of close 
relationship between stocking errors and SFMM outputs.
3. Height issue. Height had no influence on the SFMM outputs. SFMM derived 
decisions mainly based on the site information that is associated with dominant tree 
height without considering the average height of a forest. This is a drawback of 
SFMM and forest management too.
4. Combination error issue. Of the combination cases, stocking had the prevailh% role in 
determining the errors in the SFMM outputs. The age had an additive effect and 
interacting effect only when the errors were greater than 20%. It is wise to reduce this 
kind of combination of errors in FRI.
6.2 Some suggestions on using SFMM
1. A closer rdationship should be established between the output of SFMMTOOL and 
SFMM. fri SFMMTOOL, some summary data such as querying results and age 
distribution data should be available in SFMM at any time so that the user of SFMM 
can make a decision by referring to these data.
2. Although SFMM has a fiiendly inteiAce, it was not easy to read the menu or choose 
items because of the large-size fimts. Secondly, the information rate per screen seems 
to be very low. Each time when you select a choice, you have to read the la%e letter
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one by one on the screen, which might reduce the reading speed, and working 
productivity. You have to move mouse arrow from the top of the screen to the 
bottom. Thirdly, the color and graphical pictures (see the following Fig 25 ) not only 
distracts on^ but also make the screen untidy and complicated. Considering that there 
are only five categories of menu items. If a pull down menu design was used, a 
smaller space would be needed in the design for the five categories. For example, in 
the figure 25 of this section, the item Save Input Data in this Text Irput File
Fig 25. Large spot color bar in SFMM
The following improvements could be made to the example screen:
- A large font size had better be changed into a simple screen design.
- A smaller icon design could be used rather than the large color spot menu bar.
- A reference hem that can show related information to prevent using the wrong 
definition or using the wrong parameter.
- Reduce the explanations on a screen. Too much information on a screen 
impacts the beauty of the screen or makes the screen look congested.
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Appendices
Appendix I- Basic Input File
N1 N2 N3 N4 N6 N6 N7 N8 NO N N10 
1 
6
N il N12 N13 N N18 
1 
4
608 0 157208330 2 31010 0  82 10 1 0.0 0 0
868 0 167208330 1 31470 0  70 10 1 0.0 0 0
668 0 157208330 1 31670 33 20 10 1 043 963 18.0 1.0 2 POSB 2BW 2881
668 0 157208330 1 32460 0  70 10 1 0 0 0 0
688 Q 157205330 1 33000 0  70 10 1 0.0 0.0
688 0 157205330 1 32000 0  82 16 5 0 0 0 0
668 0 157205330 PW 1 70 33 20 1 1 923 90S 22.0 0.8 2 P 09B  3C818W 1
668 0 157205330 1 980 0  54 1 1 0.0 0 0
668 0 157208330 1 630 12 30 1 1903 903 0 0 0.0 2 SWO
668 0 167205330 1 820 13 20 1 1 938 993 120 0 8 1  8 4P028B1A B18W 1CE1
688 0 157205330 1 1960 0  54 1 1 0.0 0 0
668 0 157208330 1 1960 0  52 1 1 0.0 0.0
668 0 157208330 1 2280 0  52 1 1 0.0 0.0
0 167208330 1 3290 33 20 1 1913 993 2 4 0 0 8 2  P 04B  2BW 28W 1CE1
688 0 157205390 1 3980 0  54 1 1 0 0 0.0
688 0 157208330 1 3690 4  30 1 1993 993 OO 0 0  2  PRO
668 0 157208330 1 4610 0  92 1 1 0 0 0.0
688 0 167205330 1 17270 0  82 1 1 0 0 0 0
688 0 157205390 1 16960 33 20 1 1913 903 230 0 5  2 P0SBW 2CE2B 1
688 0 157205390 1 19540 0  70 1 1 0.0 0 0
668 0 157208330 1 10710 13 20 1 1923 903 15.0 0 5 1  B 4P03PW 2CE1
668 0 167205390 1 20710 0  82 1 1 0 0 0.0
688 0 157205330 1 23660 0  70 1 1 0.0 0 0
668 0 157208330 1 24660 0  52 1 1 0.0 0 0
668 0 157208330 1 24690 0  52 1 1 0 0 0.0
688 0 167206330 1 25680 0  70 1 1 0.0 0.0
668 0 157208330 1 29900 0  70 1 1 0.0 0 0
668 0 157205330 1 26070 0  70 1 1 0 0 0.0
668 0 157208390 1 30700 0  70 1 1 0 0 0.0
668 0 157208330 1 31680 13 20 1 1926 903 140 1.01 B 4SB2P02PJ1BW 1
668 0 157208330 1 31710 13 20 1 1 933 993 130 0 7 1  B 4BW 3P01SB1PW 1
688 0 157208390 1 32290 13 20 1 1998 993 130 0 8 1  8  5P03SB1SW 1
668 0 157208330 1 32320 33 20 1 1913 903 240 0 5  2 P04CE2B 2SB1BW 1
668 0 157208330 1 22030 0  54 1 5 0 0 0 0
668 0 157208330 1 26010 0  82 1 5 0.0 0 0
668 0 157208330 1 33020 1 20 1 5901 903 20.0 0 5  2  PW5PR2B 1P01BW 1
668 0 157208390 PW 1 300 33 20 2  1 908 993 250 0 8  2 P 09B  2SW 1BW 1SB1
888 0 167206330 1 330 0  82 2  1 0 0 0 0
0 157208330 1 660 0  54 2  1 0 0 0 0
688 0 157208390 1 760 13 20 2  1 947 993 18.0 0 5  X B 6P02SB1BW 1
668 0 157208330 1 690 0  52 2  1 0 0 OO
668 0 167208330 1 2320 17 20 2  1 646 903 120 0 7 3  CE7SB2B 1
668 0 157208330 1 3010 0  70 2  1 0 0 OO
668 0 157208330 1 9630 0  70 2  1 0 0 OO
668 0 157205390 1 6010 0  70 2  1 0 0 OO
668 0 . 167208330 1 11210 0  92 2  1 0 0 0.0
0 157205330 1 15760 17 20 2  1 913 903 11.0 0 5  2  CE68B38W 1
668 0 157208330 1 16730 0  52 2 1 0 0 0.0
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MB 0 157206330 1 18750 0 82 2  1 0 0 0 0
MB 0 157208330 1 18210 0  82 2  1 OO 00
88B 0 157205330 1 18810 0 70 2 1 0 0 0 0
MB 0 157206330 1 1M20 0 54 2 1 0.0 0 0
MB 0 157208330 1 21710 0 62 2  1 0.0 0 0
8M 0 157208330 1 24M0 11 20 2  1 BM 9M 140 0 7 2  S 88P 03G E 2
MB 0 157208330 1 2M60 0 82 2  1 OO 0 0
8M 0 157206330 1 28820 33 20 2 1 918 9M 230 0 7  2 P 05B  2SB1CE1BW 1
BH 0 157208330 1 2B8M 17 20 2 1 9M  9M 130 0.8 2 CEM  2SB1BW 1P01
BM 0 157208330 1 30270 33 20 2  1 9M 9M 120 0 8  2  P08CE2B 1BW1SB1
8H 0 157208330 1 30300 0 82 2  1 0 0 0 0
8M 0 157208330 1 30310 0 70 2  1 0 0 0.0
BM 0 157208330 1 313M 11 20 2 1 913 993 11.0 0.7 2  8B8CE3L 1
BM 0 187208330 1 32210 11 30 2 19M  9M 0 0 0 0 3  8B 0
BM 0 157208330 1 5040 0 54 2 5 OO 0 0
BM 0 157208330 1 4810 0  52 3  1 0 0 0.0
BM 0 157206330 1 72M 0 62 3  1 0.0 0.0
8M 0 157208330 1 77M 0 82 3 1 0 0 0 0
BM 0 157208330 1 10240 0 54 3  1 0 0 0 0
BM 0 157206330 1 14BM 0 52 3  1 0 0 0 0
BM 0 157208330 1 24430 0 54 3  1 0 0 0 0
BM 0 157208330 1 31300 0 82 3 1 0 0 0 0
BM 0 157208330 1 32310 11 20 3  1 913 993 11.0 0 7  2 SB6CE3L 1
BM 0 157208330 1 32380 11 20 3  1 913 9M 11.0 0 .7 2  SB8CE3L 1
BM 0 157208330 1 28020 1 20 3  5  907 993 220 0 7 2  PW 4P03B 2BW1
BM 0 187208330 1 1570 33 20 4  19M  9M 200 0 7 3  P 088B 2B  1BW1L 1
BM 0 157208330 1 4270 0 50 4  1 0 0 0 0
BM 0 157208330 1 4370 0 70 4  1 0 0 0.0
BM 0 157208330 1 8280 0 62 4  1 0.0 0.0
BM 0 157208330 1 13820 33 20 4  1 903 9M 27.0 0.7 2  P068W 2BW 1B 1
BM 0 157208330 1 22000 0 52 4  1 0 0 0 0
BM 0 157208330 PW 1 50 33 20 4  5923  993 220 0 8 2  P05B  3CE1BW1
BM 0 157208330 1 2040 0 54 4  5 0 0 0 0
BM 0 157208330 1 9060 33 20 4  5921 993 250 1.2 2 POM  4
BM 0 157208330 1 7830 0 52 4  1 0 0 0 0
BM 0 157206330 1 11400 0 54 5  1 0 0 0 0
BM 0 157208330 1 18780 0 70 5  1 0.0 0 0
BM 0 157208330 S8 
PW
1 208M 33 25 5  1 926 993 230 0 7 2  P04BW 3B 3
BM 0 157206330 1 31020 1 20 5  1 901 9M 200 0 8 2  PW SPR2P01BW 1B 1
BM 0 157208330 S8 1 1170 7 25 5  1 926 993 150 0 8 3  PJ6P02BW 1B 1
BM 0 157206330 1 1870 11 20 5  1 6M  993 140 0 5 2  SB 4L 2P02CE1B 1
BM 0 157208330 1 8080 17 20 5  1 647 993 120 0 8  3  CE7B 2P 01
BM 0 157208330 1 87M 0 52 5  1 0.0 0 0
BM 0 157206330 1 10210 0 82 5  1 0.0 0.0
BM 0 157208330 1 10740 0 52 8  1 0 0 0 0
BM 0 157208330 1 18900 11 20 8  1 9M  9M 5 0 0 4 2  SB5CE3L IB 1
BM 0 157208330 1 32240 33 30 8  1 9M  9M 0 0 0 0 2  POO
BM 0 157208330 PW 1 1290 33 20 7  1 913 993 240 0 8  2  P06BW 2B 2PW1
BM 0 157206330 1 23340 0 70 7  1 0 0 0 0
BM 0 157208330 1 32190 4  20 7  19M  993 2 0 0 7 1  PR7SW 2P01
BM 0 157208330 1 25040 33 20 7  5 93 3  993 200 1 .0 3  PO M  2PJ1BW 1
BM 0 157206330 1 3890 11 20 7  1 873 993 4 0 1.01 SB5P02BW 1B 1PJ1
BM 0 157208330 1 12170 13 20 7 1 926 9M 130 0 5 1  B 8P02AB1C E18B1
BM 0 157208330 1 172M 0 50 8  1 0 0 0 0
BM 0 , 157206330 1 29480 0  54 8  1 0 0 OO
BM 0 157206330 1 2B8M 17 20 8  19M  983 130 0 8 2  CE6B 2BW 18B1P01
BM 0 157208330 1 2B8M 0 54 8  1 0 0 OO
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a n 0 157206390 1 830 13 20 9 a n a n 120 571 B 3BW2P02CE1BW1BB1
a n 0 167206330 1 6330 11 30 9 993 a n 00 5 0 2  BBO
a n 0 157205330 1 la n o  n  20 9 a n a n 170 57 2 8W6P02CE1B 1
a n 0 157206330 PB 1 22570 33 20 9 920 a n 21.0 5 7 3  P0SPJ2B 2BW1
a n 0 157206330 1 23120 7 20 9 933 am 17.0 1 0 2  PJ6P02
a n 0 157206330 1 1130 38 20 1 948 am 120 5 8 3  BW5P03B 2
a n 0 157206330 1 2710 4 39 1 a n a n OO 5 0 2  PRO
a n 0 157206330 1 7640 17 20 10 647 am 120 0 8 3  CE7B 2P01
a n 0 157206330 1 n n 11 39 10 a n a n ao 50 2 BBO
a n 0 157206330 1 lo an 33 20 10 a n am 250 5 8 2  P07B 2BW1
a n 0 157206330 1 21570 0 54 10 0.0 50
a n 0 157206330 1 27470 0 54 10 ao 50
a n 0 157206330 1 28820 33 20 10 913 a n 240 5 8 2  P04CE2B 2BB1BW1
a n 0 167206330 1 30400 0 54 10 ao 50
a n 0 157206830 1 20780 17 20 11 913 a n 11.0 0.52 ee n B 3 8 w i
a n 0 157206330 1 25140 7 20 11 933 am 17.0 10 2 PJ6P02
a n 0 157206330 SB 
PW
1 27830 33 25 11 a n am 23.0 0.7 2 P04B 3BW3
a n 0 157206330 1 B in 13 20 12 a n a n 150 551 B SP02CE1AB1BB1
a n 0 157206330 1 5060 33 20 12 a n am 21.0 1.0 2 P O n  2BW2
a n 0 157206330 1 n a n 11 20 13 a n a n 150 08 3 BB8CEX 1
a n 0 157206330 1 24330 13 20 13 a n am 7.0 0.51 B 4P02BB2BW1L 1
a n 0 157205330 1 9870 0 n 14 ao 50
a n 0 157206330 1 11330 11 20 14 a n am 5.0 58 2 BB 7L 2B 1
a n 0 157206330 1 144U 11 20 14 913 a n 150 571 BB9P01
a n 0 157206330 1 18640 0 54 14 ao 0.0
a n 0 157205330 1 19640 33 20 14 946 a n 180 1.02 P O n  2PW1BB1
a n 0 157206330 1 23410 11 20 14 a n a n 120 0.73 BB5CEX 2
a n 0 157206330 1 30010 0 52 14 ao 0.0
a n 0 157206330 1 2520 11 20 IS 923 9 n 150 1.01 BB8P01L 1
a n 0 157206330 1 54n 11 20 15 9 n a n 150 08 1 BB9L1
a n 0 157206330 1 30600 11 20 15 a n am 140 571 BB8CE2L IB 1
a n 0 157206330 1 272n 33 20 18 a n am 120 58 2 P0SCE2SB1B 1BW1
a n 0 157206330 1 32040 1 20 18 907 a n 220 0.72 PW4P03B 2BW1
a n 0 157206330 1 12900 13 20 17 a n a n 120 581 B SSB2P01CE1BW1
a n 0 157206330 1 15460 11 20 17 am am 150 08 2 BB9L 1
a n 0 157206330 1 22730 13 20 17 923 am 150 081 B 4P03PW2CE1
a n 0 157206330 1 84m 0 54 18 ao 50
a n 0 157205330 1 22510 0 70 18 0.0 OO
a n 0 157206330 SB 1 2240 38 25 19 923 am 18.0 08 2 BW4P03B 2BW1
a n 0 157206330 1 3770 13 20 19 a n am 120 581 B 4P02SW1AB1BB1CE1
a n 0 157205330 1 7520 33 20 19 gn a n 250 0.73 P056B2L IB 1BW1
a n 0 157205330 1 ii5 n 12 39 19 a n a n 50 50 2 BWO
a n 0 157206330 1 iso n 33 20 19 a n a n 220 122 P O n  2BW1BW1
a n 0 157206330 1 28620 7 20 19 918 a n 18.0 08 2 PJ7SB2P01
a n Q 157205330 1 30200 11 20 19 am a n 150 5 7 2  8B4CE3B 2BW1
a n 0 157206330 1 5im 11 25 20 a n a n 11.0 0.82 BB4P03B 1BW1PJ1
a n 0 157206330 1 9420 17 20 21 a n a n 120 58 3 CE7BB2L 1
a n 0 157206330 1 14540 17 20 21 846 a n 140 5 5 3  CESP02B 2BB1
an 0 157206330 1 17240 33 20 21 913 a n 240 5 8 2  P04B 3BB1BW1BW1
a n 8 157206330 PB 1 25870 38 20 21 a n a n 21.0 5 7 3  POSB 2PJ2SW1
a n 0 157206330 1 29250 33 20 21 674 a n 240 1.42 P O n  2SW1BW1
a n 0 157206330 1 2210 38 20 22 923 a n 150 1.0 2 BW5P03PJ1B 1
a n 0 157206330 PW 1 26970 33 20 22 918 a n 220 58 3 POSB 3CE1BW1
a n 0 157206330 1 i94n 11 20 24 a n a n 14.0 5 7 2  BB5P03CE2
a n 0 157206330 1 21970 38 20 24 a n a n 150 5 7 3  BW4B 2P02P01BW1
a n 0 157206330 BS 1 27 in 38 25 24 a n a n 150 58 3 BW5P03B 2
an 0 157206330 1 iS3n 11 20 25 a n am 11.0 5 8 3  BB8L2
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OB 0 iSTanaao 1 15060 33 20 25 5926 993 220 122  P O n  2SW1BW1
see 0 isTanaao 1 24630 7 25 28 1 988 993 17.0 3 8 2  PJ5SB2P02B 1
a n 0 iBTaosaao 1 20570 33 20 27 1918 993 21.0 0 8 3  POm 3PW2BW1PR1
a n 0 iSTaoBsn 1 30430 33 20 27 1 903 9 n 230 3 4 3  P O n  2SB2CB1
a n 0 157316330 1 20n 33 20 26 1 933 993 21.0 1.0 2 P08BW2B 2
a n 0 157306330 1 15400 0 54 29 1 ao 08
a n 0 157206330 1 27570 7 20 29 1918 993 lao 1.0 2 PJ9P01
a n 0 157206330 1 2840 13 20 30 1 948 9 n 18.0 35X B 4P03SW1BW1AB1
a n 0 157206330 1 2740 33 20 33 19m  a n 240 1.0 2 P04PW2PJ2B 1BW1
a n 0 157206330 PW 1 27780 13 25 33 1 am a n 130 381 B 48B2BW2P01PJ1
a n 0 157206330 1 7210 33 20 3 4 1 913 a n 240 3 8 2  P04B 2BW2CE1SW1
a n 0 157206330 1 aan 13 20 m  la m  a n 130 381 B 48W2P02CE1BW1
a n 0 157206330 1 26810 33 20 39 1948 a n 18.0 1.0 2 P O n  2SB1PW1
a n 0 157206330 1 2300 17 20 40 1 848 a n 120 37 3 CE78B2B 1
a n 0 157206330 1 26210 33 20 40 1 913 a n 240 0.82 P O n  3CE1BW1
a n 0 157206330 1 34n 11 20 41 1 a n  a n 140 39 2 SB6CE2L2
a n 0 157206330 1 18420 11 20 41 1 a n  a n 120 3 7 3  SB6CEX2
a n 0 157206330 PW 1 22200 33 20 41 1913 a n 240 38 2 P05B 2BW2PW1
a n 0 157206330 1 18110 13 20 45 1 933 a n 140 381 B 6P02BW18W1AB1
a n 0 157206330 1 9840 4 39 4 8 l a n  a n 0.0 0.0 2 PRO
a n 0 157206330 1 25740 13 20 48 la m  a n 130 371 B 4BW3SB1P01PW1
a n 0 157206330 1 o an 17 20 m  1 848 a n 120 37 3  CE78B2B 1
a n 0 167206330 1 28360 17 20 m  l a n  a n 120 0.42 CEnB3B 1
a n 0 157206330 1 8110 33 20 n  1921 a n 250 122 P o n  4
a n 0 157206330 1 10730 1 20 n  1 879 a n 21.0 1.0 2 PW6PR2P01B 1BW1
a n 0 157206330 1 18870 33 20 571918 a n 21.0 0.8 3 B 3P03PW2PR1BW1
a n 0 157206330 1 203m 17 20 5 7 1 a n  a n 120 34 2 CEnB3B 1
a n 0 157206330 1 12800 33 20 81 1913 a n 230 3 7 2  P03PW2B 2BW1SW1CE1
a n 0 157206330 1 2840 12 39 n  i s n  a n ao 30 2 SWO
a n 0 157206330 1 i5im 33 20 n  l a n  a n 250 08 2 P0 7B 2SW1
a n 0 157206330 PW 1 10300 33 20 87 1913 a n 240 08 2 P06BW2B 2PW1
a n 0 157206330 1 17nO 33 20 70 i s n  a n 27.0 3 7 2  P068W2BW1B 1
a n 0 157206330 1 15020 0 70 74 1 ao 30
a n 0 157206330 1 iiam 13 20 75 1 am a n 120 0.81 B 5SB2CE1P01BW1
a n 0 157206330 1 260m 33 20 78 19m  a n 20.0 1.03 POm 2BW1PJ1
a n 0 157206330 1 13140 33 20 n  1 9m a n 19.0 1.03 P08BW2B 2
a n 0 157206330 1 22am 13 20 119 1 948 a n 15.0 36 X B 48B2PW1PJ1P01CE1
a n 0 157206330 1 149m 13 20 178 1 am a n 130 081 B 48B2P02PJ1BW1
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Appendix n
Appendix H-1-1. Natural Forest Succcsskm Parameters
SU-ee-20 m.
^m m ésm uism
jSbShe Aw i
Present ▲  V▼ i
SU -ce4D ▼ -
P e l i t o f ij c e e i i ie m gv 
HnlMw
P r e ie n t
SU - ce 40









A115 BDon K S Piswt BJO
A115 CenM» MS Pisnt ’ . BJO
Af35 Bi)om m Pismt m 9jU
A135 CSmUx AM Pisnt - 080
A165 Baton. AZS Pisnt . OJO
A165 GmMx MS PiSM . am
AM PsSOa AM Plant - 020 id  1
AM Oaiem AM Plant m o .w ll
A lts PoSha AtS Plant m 020 1
A lls BBlon A4S Plant m 020 1
A135 Bfl)ant AM Plant m 080 1
A13S CSnMk AM Plant m 020 1
A13& HrSMw AM Plant - 0 2 0 ^
A115 B D o n AM Plant »  0 2 0
A tlS CanMx ASS Plant -  020
A135 BDoffl M S Plant -  0.48
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Appendix H>1>2. Natural Forest Succcssiou Parameters







S U -« # 4 0
ShSha 
IPraaam
MS P m t SJS j l
A99 P«MR ■ s .« H
MTS PimM -  ' a ^
ASS Pnat - aas
ATS PfMIt a.10
AH PiMt — ass







■Bam A3S Pimm m iJ S
CaaUK AH Piam m- ■JB
SSTam AH Piam « • H
CaaMx AH Piam m. iJ S
«Dam A2S Piam - •J S
CaaNa AH Piam - •JO
Appendix H-2. Natural Rehabilitatiou of Non-forest to Forest
NoturnI R e h j b i l i t 3 t i o n  ot  N o n- f o r e s t  to F o r e s t  j |  j .
m
cajS ' ■ _«0am  ; BStom AS Pimm SJHt
cujS JSwOam " HmUka AS Pimm ' V •aw
ca.20.. XaaUx .CmUr AS Pimm . m- sais
coat JbSUar HnBfc» AS Pimm - saw
CO-20 J»jSI« CamUx AS Pimm m- saw
co-ZO J>aSto Passa H Pimm ■ •  - saw
coat SbSha SSSha AS Pnm ■ sais
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Appendix D>3. Natural Dûturbnnce Cycles & Succession
Praeortion Sueoaaiing to Poiaat Unll alUr M irtan ca
Fira
Cyda
SbSta PfSta PoSha BwOom BIDom ConMK HflMw
Teat
SbSta eo 0 2 3 3 0.4
PJSha flO 3 7 3 3
PoOha 80 3 7 3 3
BwOom 80 31 3 8
BIDom 80 31 31 3 8
CerMi 80 31 3 8 31
HnSMw 80 3 6 3 4
Appendix 11-4 Clearcut Harvest Operability Ranges
Clearcut Harvest Opera!)! lity Ranges
Sbsha 90 155 90 155 70 155 65 135 Inf Inf Inf Inf
Pjsha 65 125 65 125 65 105 55 85 55 85 55 85
Postia 60 125 55 125 Inf Inf 45 85 55 65 Inf Inf
BwOom 60 135 60 135 inf inf 55 85 Inf Inf Inf inf
BIDom 40 115 40 115 Inf inf 55 95 Inf Inf Inf Inf
ConMx 70 125 60 125 60 105 50 105 Inf Inf Inf Inf
HaiMw 60 125 60 125 Inf inf Inf Inf Inf Inf Inf Inf
Appendix H-5. Clearcut Forest Renewal Costs
3U -e«40
















ShSha SO 100 120 140 160 5000 SOOO i
PJSha SO 100 120 140 160 SOOO SOOO i
M Sho SO 100 120 140 160 SOOO SOOO i
HwOom SO 100 120 140 160 SOOO SOOO i
SO 100 120 140 160 SOOO SOOO i
SO 100 120 140 160 5000 SOOO i
SO 100 120 140 160 SOOO 5000 i
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Appendix IM . Clearcut Post*renewai Forest Succession
Clearcut  P o s t - r c n c w a l  F o t c s l  S u c c e s s i o n
su *co*20 r o p  0  • ' !  0  ri  o f  r  ,i h  , u  -  s I  >• ; i  f '  o  i i  o  .1 >; h  f 0  r y , t  
%  0 . 1 0 1 ’, O'  I ,  I . / t u  '  .1 . O t o ' 1 0  It ' , '  o ' - p t o  ci t o  o n t o r  o
coot 0/ho) ShSho
Prapoitlon Ttonrihiiai to Futon Fotoe 
PfSho PoSho BwOom BIDom DonUa HrMw
SbSha Eaton 50 ijn
Boric 100 ijn
Booü 120 o a OJO OJO
Intom 140 ijn
bitn2 160 OJO OJO OJO
PiSha Eaton SO 1J0
Boric 100 OJO 0.10
Boaâ 120 0.70 0.10 OJO
Inton 140 OJO 0.10
Intnl 160 OJO 0.10 OJO
PoSha Eaton SO OJO 0.10 OJO
Boric 100 1J0
Boic2 120 ojn 0.10 0.10
faiton 140 1J0
bitnt 160 OJO 0.10 0.10
BwOem Eaton SO OJO OJO
Boric 100 1J0
BaocZ 120 OJO 0.70
Inton 140 1J0
IntnZ 160 OJO 0.70
BIDom Eaton SO OJO OJO
Boric 100 1J0
Booa 120 OJO OJO OJO
Inton 140 1J0
IntnZ 160 OJO OJO OJO
CoaMa Eaton SO 1J0
Boric 100 OJO 0.40
Boh2 120 OJO 0.10 0.70
inton 140 OJO 0.40
IntnZ 160 OJO 0.10 0.70
IrdMw Eaton SO OJO OJO
Baric too 1J0
Boo^ 120 OJO 0.10 OJO
Inton 140 1J0
IntnZ 160 OJO 0.10 OJO
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Appendix II>7 Mid-rotation Tending Treatment & Partial Harvest Options
SbSha SbSha
> 1-10 ^ ^ A fe M O
U • ee*20 k^Prosem iPresent
SbSha A» Pnat QnTM»: SbSba A3S Pnat
PfSb» A3S Piaat CWTMa PfSba fas Pnat
PaSbe fas Pwrt̂ Gnilbla PoSha- fas Pnat t a g
BwOim fas Pnat QnTbhi BwDom fas Pnat -
BSont fas . Pnat Qalhla. MDatii A35 Pnat -
CaaMit: fas Pnat QaTbfa COnMr A35 Pnat
HrdMw fas Pnat QbTMb Htdbhv fas Pnat
Appendix H-8 Active Non-forest Rehabilitation Options
Act i ve  N on - fo re s t  Rehab i l i ta t ion  O p t i o n s
I f ' i on ^ G ' e s t  J ’■ c
J t c u u l  I ,  i  !
F j t u r e  F o r e s t  
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Appendix m
eirarOMribudonof 8tum|agtRM iH«(% )ln8PM M (8pwlwCM W )
Eir.Spc.FR I a .20 .10 0 id ” ' a  "
T1 7B.S 82.83 7088 0 2037 885 -512
T2 78.47 81.76 88.87 0 2078 888 -7.7
T3 77.31 8254 88.38 0 2183 848 -7.05
T4 7 8 .» 81.77 88.48 0 2051 381 -7.18
T5 77.5 8288 8807 0 2008 312^ •885
T8 7547 8187 888 0 2038 238 -7.47
T7 73.2 5883 87.67 0 18.88 1.01 •033
TB 78.75 87.85 73.78 0 18i8 238 •523
T9 8444 88.08 72,48 0 2383 5.29 •508
T10 78.74 04.8 87.75 0 2188 844 •586
T il 7788 5885 72.78 0 28.11 11.44 -472
T12 8881 4401 8425 0 2041 557 -411
T13 5434 3387 58.84 0 21.04 1034 -214
T14 4281 28.83 4882 0 17.47 8.38 -186
T15 47.88 32.83 47.47 0 23111 0.82 •259
total 1067.4 830.3 989.55 0 316.24 96.1 -87.26
Average 71.16 55.35 65.97 0 21.06 6.41 •5.82
Range 42.23 39.45 26.32 0 8.64 10.43 7.48
Tabic 16-2 Two Factor Analysis Between Teims (Rows) and Betweea Species Error Classes (Columns) 
ANÛVA
Source or varianon SS df MS f P-vaA/e Fcrtt
Rows 1947.836 14 139.1311 2.917967 0.001216 1.811298
Columns 96716.33 6 16119.39 338.0664 1.32E-56 2.208552
Error 4005.191 84 47.68085
Total 102669.4 104
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TaUe 17. EnwDistiflMtioaof SilviciiltureEx|ieiidüuie in SFMM(S|)ecies cases)
SILVICULTURAL EXPENDlTLRES ERRORS INSFMM 1
-30 -20 •10 0 10 20 30
T1 48.71 37.63 50.11 0.00 2.28 •4.56 5.43
T2 59.42 49.46 61.63 0.00 16.61 -13.57 3.37
T3 58.38 49.15 60.15 0.00 11.91 -10.82 •2.68
T4 53.84 45.14 55.68 0.00 10.85 •10.98 •6.60
T5 51.37 42.86 54.40 0.00 10.19 -12.37 -7.26
T6 53.81 46.84 57.30 0.00 11.76 •11.95 •6.94
T7 21.27 16.05 25.12 0.00 1.52 •9.34 -20.69
T« 58.65 15.69 24.96 0.00 8.49 •27.02 0.40
T9 46.37 40.75 51.61 0.00 326 •15.56 -14.00
T10 43.94 38.97 48.87 0.00 31.15 •15.29 -12.71
T11 48.00 38.13 54.81 0.00 12.76 •12.84 -5.14
T12 41.38 29.32 49.86 0.00 9.45 •11.94 •7.19
T13 34.88 22.63 49.53 0.00 10.06 •9.61 •3.57
T14 30.22 19.95 44.49 0.00 6.94 •8.62 •4.09
T15 32.10 22.28 44.96 0.00 12.08 •9.01 •3.45
Total 660.34 514.86 733.46 0.00 161.54 •183.46 •85.11
average 45.36 34.32 48.90 0.00 10.77 •12.23 •5.67
Range 38.15 33.77 36.67 0 29.63 22.46 26.12
Tablé 17-1 Shannon Weiner Index Errors
Shannon Vvainer Index Error Distribution by Tenns
EfT_Spe_FRI •30 •20 •10 Q 10 20 30
T1 -10.67 •2721 •2601 000 33 2 513 725
T2 -1052 •2417 •2525 OOO 1.59 569 5 18
T3 -13.09 •21.46 •2586 0.00 239 401 5 1 0
T4 -1Z36 •19.01 •22.40 OOO 236 1.67 5 2 4
TC -1307 -1662 •2503 0.00 1.36 -0.06 1.66
T6 •14.67 -17.17 •21.17 OOO 157 1.40 552
T7 -12JB -1506 -1636 OOO 136 •0.04 269
TB -1225 -1521 -17.71 OOO 1.06 •022 1.61
79 -11.96 -14.11 -1666 OOO 0.54 •076 1.27
T10 -1127 -1269 -1562 OOO 042 -120 0 7 4
T il -1021 -11.75 -1 4 S OOO 0.46 -136 0 4 2
T12 •962 -1069 -1567 ooq 0 6 6 -1.46 0 2 6
T13 •6.78 -1011 -12.72 OOO 0.82 -1.62 0 26
T14 •624 •9.40 -1516 OOO 0 6 6 -1.72 0 3 9
■ '"'tiS '""" I -fso •9.01 •1 1 6 / OOO 0 6 0 -1.66 031
T ie -7.45 •666 -1069 OOO 1.06 -1.55 0 3 6
Tom -17554 -24462 •2B636 OOO 2064 9.41 37.70
Avano* -11.05 -1530 -1760 OOO 129 09 9 236
Range 7.22 18.66 15.02 0 2.9 9.85 6.99
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Appendix IV, Statistical Test Between tcniM and Between Cans
Between Cases Significant Between Terms Significant
RESEARCH ITEMS F_col F_col_a F_fow F_row_a
Total Forest A m 23.73144 2.007635 y 1.396056 1.745189 n
Hatvested Volume 31.98167 2.012655 y 2.095013 1.775032 y
Stumpage Revenue 46.93262 2.012655 y 0.351197 1.775032 n
Silviculture Expenditure 14.93889 2.012655 y 2.422336 1.775032 y
Shannon Weiner Index 40.05278 2.012655 y 0.693887 1.775032 n
WHdlMO Habitat A m 14.9309 2.012655 y 3.324415 1.775032 y
Appendix V
Table 26. Ënor Distribution of thufvested Volume fay Tenns and Stoddng Enor Classes
(StockinQ Cases)
Eirjto.FIM .20 •15 •10 •6 0 5 10 15 20
T1 -2138 -1&43 •10.78 -401 0.00 070 1078 19.78 2333
T2 •2135 -1045 •1088 •368 aoo 9.77 1067 19.79 23.41
T3 -2133 -1147 •1066 •094 OlOO 084 1099 19.82 2048
T4 •2132 -104B -11.08 •360 aoo 962 1611 1086 2056
75 •2131 -1052 •11.19 •086 060 laoo 1623 1988 23.64
T6 •2130 -1054 -11.30 •082 aoo 1068 1636 1901 2073
77 -21.18 -1057 -11.41 •078 060 1017 1649 1966 23.81
78 -21.17 -1050 -1152 •074 0.00 1035 1663 1968 2360
TB -21.01 -1081 -1266 •064 060 1054 1562 19.62 2418
710 -2037 -1079 -1218 ■049 060 1068 1601 19.62 2427
711 3080 •1O10 •1266 •258 060 11.40 1663 21.07 24.03
712 -20.9B -1006 -1086 -257 aoo 1063 1649 2087 2094
713 •2047 -1057 -1039 -242 aoo 033 1652 20.40 2404
714 -1070 -1560 -1073 -159 aoo 6.67 1736 2120 2060
715 •2083 -1036 -1454 -1.64 aoo 490 11.53 1016 17.49
ToM •31668 •23062 •18124 -4888 aoo 14637 23901 29688 36062
Avaiage -21.13 -1077 -1208 •026 aoo 078 1569 19.70 2037
Rangs 4.04 43 078 242 0 65 583 604 678
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Table 27. finer Dbttibmion of Stumpage Revenue by TeirasaiidsiocldiigEnor Classes
StockimaCasM
•20 •IS •10 •6 0 6 10 15 20
T1 •2101 •1438 •90S •309 0 00 9 1 7 1438 I960 2239
T2 •2201 -1401 •930 -4 3 8 OOO 708 13.10 1602 21.37
73 •21.01 1432 •1001 •430 OOO 6 0 4 1301 1907 2107
74 •2130 -1437 •9.68 •438 OOO 868 14.00 1937 2206
■ ■‘nJ •2104 •1430 •990 •433 0.00 9 3 5 1440 1968 2276
78 -2102 •1438 -1034 -482 OOO 6 33 1275 1604 2231
77 -2003 -1438 •1033 •469 OOO 6.69 1307 1631 2215
78 -2131 -1445 -1000 •632 OOO 9.09 15.15 16.15 2088
79 •20.79 •1394 •10.26 •308 OOO 1083 1210 18.54 2302
710 -Â s r -1435 -1037 -402 OOO 1068 1273 1708 24.09
711 -2030 -13.72 -1109 •200 OOO 1003 1245 1732 22.32
712 -1907 1308 -12.78 •278 OOO 9 0 2 1237 1972 2354
713 -19l47 •1535 -1200 -2 0 6 OOO 55 4 1307 1900 23.16
714 -17.75 -1838 •1306 0 3 5 0 0 0 53 0 15.70 1630 2277
715 •2039 -1638 -1330 OOl OOO 5 5 2 1208 1478 1801
7oW •311.18 -219i46 -16483 ■51,SO OOO 12836 20707 271.16 33408
Avangt -2974 -1463 •1009 •3.43 OOO 8 5 6 1308 18.08 2237
Ranga 4,26 256 4 5,55 0 5.53 2.97 4.9 5.28




•20 •15 •10 ■6 0 5 10 IS 20
71 -1941 -1428 -10O1 •354 OOO 949 1078 1277 1975
72 -17.79 -1238 •1.39 -1.32 0.00 1657 11.89 2452 2952
73 -17.04 -1232 ■9.19 •298 00 0 8 59 1204 1939 1859
74 -1982 -1212 •856 -289 OOO 8 50 1258 1630 18.62
75 •1634 -11.49 •6.64 •264 OOO 9 13 1906 15.64 1869
78 -1656 -11.07 0 0 8 ■904 OOO 8 68 1292 15.48 1972
77 -1977 -1014 -752 •270 OOO 6 5 6 1000 1210 1464
78 -1279 •607 • 9 » •252 OOO 7.51 1050 1241 14.46
79 -2506 -1731 -18.73 -1333 OOO •277 8.47 2268 826
710 -1979 -1202 0 6 0 •962 OOO 9 5 4 1136 3967 1912
711 -1913 -1106 •007 •238 OOO 1078 1218 1927 1850
712 -1931 -1090 -1033 •909 OOO 9 5 5 11.62 1902 1759
713 -1568 -1216 •9.48 •214 OOO 866 1234 1468 1801
714 -1456 •1307 -1046 ■072 OOP 5 0 6 1356 1603 17.70
715 -1807 -1916 -11.41 -0.23 OOO 108 9 5 8 1019 1000
Trial •25477 •167.06 -13096 -4733 0 0 0 10970 17282 25944 25886
Avaraga -1608 -1247 •973 •916 00 0 731 1152 1703 17.12
Ranga 13.16 8.24 19.33 13 0 18.64 5.06 25.46 23.56
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•20 •15 -10 ■6 0 5 10 15 20
T1 •030 •032 •038 016 OOO •i.m •013 -101 -1.16
T2 •054 •040 am 002 OOO 002 003 006 001
73 •008 ■045 •016 OOO OOO 018 016 030 010
74 •087 •051 •020 OOl 0.00 027 024 031 013
75 •042 ■041 ■am ■004 OOO 008 014 004 ■002
78 •031 ■037 004 0 06 OOO •013 •003 •om •O il
77 •0135 ■033 004 019 OOO •033 -020 •007 027
78 •047 •042 •014 006 OOO •006 004 003 •004
79 •040 •039 •014 004 OOO •003 006 OOl •006
7io •038 •041 •016 004 OOO •004 007 OOl •008
711 •029 •037 •015 003 OOO 001 O10 •002 •0.11
712 •038 •037 •016 003 OOO •001 am •006 •015
713 •029 •036 ■016 006 OOO 002 om •008 ■0.17
714 ■0.29 ■0,37 016 006 OOO •001 007 •om •0.18
715 ■024 ■032 016 006 OOO OOO 010 •007 •015
7aW •531 •5.88 004 041 OOO -1.14 082 •083 -1.70
Awnge •038897 •038 0 14 003 OOO •006 005 •008 -0.11
Range 0.44 0.24 0.4 0.35 0 1.36 0.44 1.22 1.43




•20 •15 -10 •6 0 5 10 15 20
71 1.06 1.70 231 im om 014 059 584 064
72 •057 070 007 om om 307 194 283 082
73 063 om -1.57 om om 4.81 am 941 1.82
74 -1.08 -1.32 •240 0.41 om 3.39 961 220 0.02
75 0.37 056 •1.70 035 om 457 338 152 1.88
76 0.11 070 -1.48 036 om 967 258 131 139
77 034 •038 -1.48 0.53 om 953 2 » 056 0.43
78 029 014 069 0.71 om 292 1.89 1.32 0.12
79 0.43 057 038 057 om 2 » 1.44 1.03 038
710 0.06 058 073 079 om 229 025 073 086
711 065 O il 070 -im om 257 002 om 056
712 -1.46 025 031 -1.46 om 204 0.89 017 0.46
713 -154 049 022 •1.44 om 1.79 O il o.m 047
714 -918 -aoo 055 -1/43 om 036 -069 029 030
715 -132 -2.62 •058 om om 0 44 1.15 042 014
7oM 079 • 6 l1 2 -731 •7m am 4350 2137 2086 1335
Awfiga 046 •034 049 047 om 291 1.42 1.39 088
Range 3.23 4.7 4.61 2.55 0 6.56 4.3 6.13 7.12
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Apendix VI
Appendix VI-I Two Factor Anafysli of Stocking Casa (Rows: Planning Terms, 
Column: Stocking Error Classa)
Total Forest Area Errors 
ANOVA
Source O f  
Variation
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Shnnon-Weiner bdex Errors 
ANOVA
S om e O f  
VvM on












































Appendix VI-2 Régression Equations of Various Errors for stocking Cases




Har_Vol 2.503835 1.121955 0.977654 2.013765 11.39171 0.09068 2.74E-0S
Stu.Ren 1.442222 1.1062 0.997097 3.496635 34.64569 0.010009 4.33E-09
SILExe 1.293333 0.919567 0.994 2.5807 23.66834 0.036435 6.07E-06
NPV 3.879589 1.467856 0.995192 4.725964 22.72024 0.005215 3.07E-06
f fa std. Errora std.Erroib
129.771 0.001 0.603 0.047
1200.324 4.33E-09 0.412201 0.031929
561.1373 6.07E-06 0.501156 0.036619
516.2094 3.07E-06 0.82091 0.065486
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APPENDIX Vn
Appendix VD-l-i Comparisons Between Error FRI Classes and Total Forest Area 
Errors in SFMM (Combination Cases Including Case 9)
ANOVA
Source O f "33" Df HIT P-value F crU
Variation
Rows 11.97704 15 0.79847 1.921968 0.02718 1.750497
Columns 276.1039 6 34.51296 83.075 2.87E-45 2.016428
Error 49.85324 120 0.415444
Appendix VII-1-2. Statistical comparison between FRI error Classes and SFMM 
total forest area by dropping cases 9 (Combination cases)
ANOVA
Source o f 
Variatimt
a D f MS F P-value F a it
Rows 12.74808 15 0.849672 3.31045 0.000154 1.762656
Columns 6.296913 7 1.165273 4.616916 0.000156 2.098005
Enor 26.95601 105 0.256724
Total 46.001 127
Appendix Vn-2-1. Error Comparison of Harvested Volume by Terms (Combination 
Cases)
ANOVA
Source O f  
Variation
SS Df MS F P-value Fera
Rows 71.75305 14 5.125218 0.641339 0.825146 1.76105
Columns 24401.83 8 3050.228 361.6673 1.58E-77 2.022091
Enor 895.0405 112 7.991433
Total 25368.62 134






d w ra lk M I
ANOVA
or SS MS F SigiifianoeF
R cy am i 9 U16J77 124.0419 1SJ1613 0.006




CodSdmla CodBdmlt Sig. 9SK Qaifidcnce falcnal f ir  B
Model B Std. Error Beta I SlgtlBcanoe Lemer Bound UWccBoiaid
I (COHMt) .3.881 2846 -1J64 215 -1 0.610 2848
Er dam .863 J20  .828 1214 .006 241 1284
a Depoidere Variable; HarvcxadVahnae Area Eirar.
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SS Df Mè F P-vaftia For#
Rows 106.9013 14 7.635806 0.458997 0.949766 1.76105
Columns 26165.22 8 3270.652 196.6027 3.1 IE-62 2.022091
Error 1863.215 112 16.63565
Total 28135.34 134
Appeadiz VII4>2. RegrcMtai AulyrisoTStawpaie Revcme E m m  (ConliimUioa cam . T en u










df SS MS F StgnaeaneeF
Rogranion 8 1 8 8 9 3 »  211.6883 243190 0.006
RoriduU 6 41.783» 6X6396
TOM 14 1733 1»
Appendix VII-4-1. Two Factor Analysis Of Silviculture Expeudhure Error by terms 
(Combination Cases)
ANOVA
'Source oT SS MS F P-value F crit
Variation
Rows 2619.503 14 187.1074 4.671467 5.69E-07 1.76105
Columns 13590.93 8 1698.866 44.23132 3.13E-31 2.022091
Error 4301.772 112 36.40866
Total 20512.21 134
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df SS MS F SfgnHicanceF 
Regressio 9 495.0179 55.00199 8.425338 «NUMI
n
Residual 7 411.2744 58.75348
Total____________ 16 906.2923____________________________
Coeflfcient Standard tS ta t P-value Lower Upper Lower Upper
_____________ $ Error________________________ 98% 95% 95.0% 9&0%
Intercept 0 0
X Variable 0.195313 7.665082 0.025461 0.980363 -17.9297 18.32034 -17.9297 16.32034 
1
Appendix VII-5-1 Two Factor Analysis of Shannon Weiner Index Error by Terms 




SS df MS F P-value Fcrit
Rows 39.82084 14 2.844346 2.956676 0.000727 1.78105
Columns 320.1949 6 40.02436 41.60502 3.97E-30 2.022091
Error 107.7449 112 0.962006
Total 467.7606 134
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Appendix Vn-6-1, NPV Error Rcgrcttioa Aaaiwii
/tapMatoiSMMn
M U 8#R 0X88807
R Squm 0X77383
A4M M R -1X8671
Squnv












301X681 0 0 8
CoullWmtt
Variable B SEB Beu T SigT
VAROOOOl 1.103700 .063458 X88607 17J77 .0000
(CflOlM) .3.45*67 .819338 •3X99 .0300
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Appendix v in
Table 40. Total Forest Area Enon by Sinvey Facton and Enor Classes
Total Forest Area Error
Error C ina •aooo •20.00 -1X00 -laoo •xoo OOO xoo 1000 1X00 2000 3000
SpaciH 4J1 &4B axe OOO 0 7 0 1406 37X0 AraaWaWWd
-2422 •2X3B -1284 OOO 284 4.82 1X00 AigbraMoan
Aga 0.12 X70 087 0 8 4 OOO 0X8 0 4 6 0 7 0 288
Stock ac9 0l02 003 001 OOO 0 0 4 00 2 OOl 001
ConMna aso X78 080 0 7 0 OOO 0 3 3 0.57 0.94 -438
Total 8.12 180 108B 1.25 OOO 08 3 1.74 1.86 12X8 37X0
Avaraga 203 0X8 285 0.31 OOO 0 1 8 0.44 041 X10 03 0
Tablé 42. Harvested Volume Ernns fay Survey Factors and Error Classes
HarvaatodVMuma Errer
Error Claaa •so •20 -15 -10 8 0 5 10 15 20 30
Spactoa 75.11 8X42 78X2 0 1X33 -1X72 -1013
Aga -488 -IX -2XB •246 0 X54 266 1.19 •2086
Stock •21.13 -1X77 •1208 •3X8 0 0 7 8 1X8B 1079 2X37
ComMra •2X82 -21.87 -1X15 8 8 8 0 582 1X83 13X •X49
Tow -40.83 •38.84 -2B82 -1187 0 19.12 34.37 3418 •097
Avaraga -1X54 -1288 ■a.84 •3867 0 8X73 11.48 11X9 •0323




SS df MS F P-value Fcrit
Rows 165.2155 2 82.60774 0.791466 0.470142 3.633716
Columns 2491.786 8 311.4733 2.964231 0.029677 2.591094
Error 1669.969 16 104.373
Total 4326.97 26
Table 46. Stumpage Revenue Enois by Survey Factors and Error Classes.
Stumpage Ftevenue Error
Error Class -30 -20 -15 •10 -5 0 5 10 15 20 30
Species 76.16 55.35 65.97 0 21.06 6.4 -5.82
Age -6.54 -5.87 -7.03 -6.44 0 2.12 -0.97 -2.12 -20.8
Stock -20.7 -14.6 -11 -3.43 0 8.56 13.86 16.06 22.27
Combine -26.4 -21.5 -18 -8.69 0 5.22 13.86 13.26 -2.12
Total -55.7 -42 -36.1 -20.6 0 15.9 26.77 29.22 -0.61
Average -18.6 -14 -12 -6.85 0 5.3 6.923 9.74 -0.2
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TaMe 47. Stunpage Reveiuie EffW TWO FaeiMS A n ab ^  (95% eoolideiioe) 
ANOVA
S om e of 
Veriadon
SS df MS F P-value Fcrit
Rows 278.4937 2 1392466 1.576961 0.237076 3.633716
Columns 2540.466 8 318.6633 3.609112 0.013852 2.591094
Error 1412.794 16 8629964
Total 4240.754 26
TaMe 49. SUvicuhureExpenditiiie Enor by Survey Factors and Enor Classes
SIMeuSm ExpandSura Eirar
Enor Glass •ao •20 -15 -10 •S 0 5 10 IS 20 30
Spadaa 4X3S 3432 489 0 1877 -1223 •887
Aga •504 104 203 •aoo 0 3 3 1.46 •241 •2086
Stock •l&flS •1247 •8.73 -3.18 0 731 1182 17.m 17.12
Combina •18.44 •1580 •9.07 •3.01 0 8 99 1275 7.67 -828
Total •41.08 •2852 -1877 -823 0 188 2872 2229 •989
Avaraga •138B •884 •5257 -2077 0 8533 8873 7.43 •333




SS df MS F P-value Fcrit
Rows 104.0745 2 52.03727 0.574345 0.575796 2.179065
Columns 1352.562 7 193.2232 2.132642 0.107914 1.675243
Error 1266.438 14 90.60273
Total 2725.075 23
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